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1 Introduction 

United National Bank Limited trading as United Bank UK (‘UBL UK’ or ’the Bank‘) is a UK bank authorised 

by the Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA) and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and 

the PRA.  

UBL UK was formed in 2001 from the merger of the UK branches of two Pakistani banks, United Bank 

Limited and National Bank of Pakistan, which had been operating in the UK since the mid-1960s. UBL UK 

trades as a single entity; it has no subsidiaries or associates, and does not have a credit rating. 

Purpose 

This document comprises UBL UK’s Pillar 3 disclosures on capital and risk management, and remuneration 

code as at 31 December 2020. It has two principal purposes: 

 To meet the regulatory disclosure requirements under Capital Requirement Regulations and 

Directive, Part 8 – Disclosure by Institutions, and the rules the PRA set out in the PRA Rulebook, 

Part PB – Public Disclosure and as the PRA has otherwise directed, and including Remuneration 

Code disclosures; and 

 To provide further useful information on the capital and risk profile of UBL UK. 

Additional relevant information may be found in UBL UK’s Annual Report and Financial Statements 2020.  

 
Key metrics  
 

Common equity tier 1 ratio 

23.9% 
2019: 21.4% 
(Minimum Pillar 1 requirement: 4.5%) 

Tier-1 capital ratio 

23.9% 
2019: 21.4% 
(Minimum Pillar 1 requirement: 6%) 

Total capital ratio 

24% 
2019: 21.6% 
(Minimum Pillar 1 requirement: 8%) 

  
 

 
 

Common equity tier 1 capital 

£75.5m 
Down 2.4%,  
2019: £77.3 m 

Tier-1 capital 

£75.5m 
Down 2.4%,  
2019: £77.3 m 

Total capital 

£75.7m 
Down 2.9%,  
2019: £77.9 m 

 
 

  

Total Risk Weighted Assets (RWAs) 

£316.1 m 
Down 12.6% 
2019: £361.5 m 

Total Assets 

£606m  
Up 18.6% 
2019: £511 m 

Profit/(Loss) after taxation  

£ (2.2) m loss 
2019: £(0.7) m loss 
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1.1 Background 

The European Union (EU) Capital Requirements Directive (‘the Directive’) came into effect on 1 January 

2007. It introduced consistent capital adequacy standards and an associated supervisory framework in 

the EU based on the Basel II Accord. 

On 1 January 2014, Basel III regulations, commonly known as CRD IV, revised the definition of capital 

resources and included additional capital and disclosure requirements. 

The Basel framework comprises of three pillars, which are designed to promote market discipline through 

the disclosure of key information about risk exposures and risk management processes.  

• Pillar 1 sets out the minimum capital requirements that firms are required to meet for credit and 

counterparty credit, market, operational and credit valuation adjustment risks.  

• Pillar 2 of the supervisory review process requires firms and supervisors to take a view on whether the 

firm should hold additional capital against those factors not taken into account by the Pillar 1 process 

(e.g. interest rate risk in the banking book, concentration, business and strategic risk); and factors external 

to the firm (e.g. business cycle effects). To comply, institutions are required to develop adequate 

arrangements, strategies, processes and mechanisms, to maintain sound management and coverage of 

their risks, including maintenance of the prescribed capital requirements.  

• Pillar 3 aims to promote market discipline by developing a set of disclosure requirements which will 

provide market participants with key information on a firm’s capital, risk exposures, risk assessment 

processes and the capital adequacy of the firm. 

Basel III requirements were formally introduced in Part Eight of the EU Capital Requirements Regulation 

(CRR) No 575/2013 of the European Parliament, which along with Directive 2013/36/EU of the European 

Parliament (CRD) are known as the Capital Requirements Directive IV (CRD IV). The Pillar 3 disclosure 

requirements are contained in Articles 431 – 455 of the CRR.  The Directives are enforced in the UK by the 

Prudential Regulation Authority (‘PRA’).   

This section will be updated when the relevant UK CRR directive becomes available. 

1.2 Disclosure Policy: verification, medium, location and principal activities 

This document represents the Pillar 3 disclosures of UBL UK for the year ended 31 December 2020. These 

disclosures have been prepared purely for the purpose of explaining the basis on which the Bank has 

prepared and disclosed certain capital requirements; providing information about the management of 

risks relating to those requirements. The Bank is a single entity and no consolidation is performed. 

This report has not been prepared for any other purpose. Therefore, it does not constitute any form of 

financial statement of the Bank nor does it constitute a forward looking projection of the Bank.  

This document has been prepared to satisfy the Pillar 3 disclosure requirements set out in the CRR. The 

Bank does not seek any exemption from disclosure on the basis of materiality or on the basis of 

proprietary or confidential information. 
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The following sets out the Bank’s Pillar 3 Disclosure Policy as applied by Basel III including the location of 

this information, verification, frequency and the Bank’s principal activities. 

1.2.1 Location 

This report will be published via the UBL UK corporate website, and is intended to be read in conjunction 

with the Bank’s annual report and accounts (http://www.ubluk.com/reports). 

1.2.2 Verification 

The Bank’s Pillar 3 disclosures have been primarily prepared to explain the capital requirements as well 

as the management’s strategies on risks. This is not a financial statement and hence, has not been 

audited. 

These disclosures have been subject to internal review and validation prior to being submitted to the 

Board for approval. This includes approval by the Bank’s Management Risk Committee (MRC), members 

of which include the Bank’s Chief Executive Officer (CEO). 

The Bank’s Pillar 3 and Remuneration Code disclosures have been approved by the Board. In addition, the 

Remuneration disclosures detailed in Section 9 of this document have been reviewed by the HR 

Appointments and Remuneration Committee of the Board. 

1.2.3 Frequency 

These disclosures are updated at least annually and in line with the publication of the financial 

statements, or more frequently in the event that significant changes are made to the risk profile or 

governance structure of the Bank.  

1.2.4 Principal activities 

The principal activities of the Bank are to provide conventional and Sharia compliant retail banking 

products through its UK branches and online; wholesale banking, treasury, investment in securities, and 

money transmission services to individuals, companies and financial institutions. 

  

http://www.ubluk.com/reports
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2 Governance – Board and Committees 

2.1 The Board 

The Board of Directors has responsibility for the overall governance and risk management of the Bank. 

There are currently a maximum of seven non-executive directors and two executive directors on the 

Board.  Directors are appointed by the Board and selected according to their knowledge, experience and 

the needs of the Bank.  The directors at the time of publishing were: 

Name Appointed Membership Skill/Experience Directorship 
Executive 

Directorship 
Non Executive1 

Mr Z Soomro 

(Chair) 

6th March 2021  Career international banker with 33 years 
spent at Citibank in the Middle East, 
Turkey, UK and Pakistan. Current Chair of 
National Bank of Pakistan 

Nil 5 

Mr B Hasan* 

 

1st October 2015 BAC 

BNC 

BRCC 

HRARC 

More than 40 years’ global banking 
experience and previously the CEO of 
Habibsons Bank, London. Former Chair of 
the UBL UK Board. 

Nil 2 

Mr Z Ijaz 26th October 2018 BAC 

HRARC 

More than 25 years’ of diversified banking 
experience and current Head of 
International Banking, FI & NRP of UBL 
Pakistan. 

2 1 

Mr B Firth 

(CEO) 

4th September 2018  Former CFO, COO and Company Secretary 
of UBL UK with more than 20 years’ 
banking experience. 

1 Nil 

Mr A Usmani 22 July 2019 BRCC 

BAC 

More than 35 years’ banking experience 
internationally and currently President 
and CEO of National Bank of Pakistan 
(NBP). 

1 3 

Mr S. Dada 2nd November 2020 BRCC More than 30 years of diverse experience 
with renowned financial institutions in the 
United States and Pakistan. He was the  
CEO  and member of the Board of 
Directors of Standard Chartered Bank 
Pakistan, Africa and the Middle East. He is 
the current President and CEO of UBL 
Pakistan. 

2 1 

Mr M Husain* 

 

10 January 2020 BAC 

BRCC 

HRARC 

BNC 

A Risk and Business professional with 
more than 40 years’ banking experience 
globally. 

Nil 1 

Mr M F Haider 

(Executive Director) 

21st November 2018  More than 20 years of Retail and 
Wholesale banking experience including 
central banking, in Compliance and 
Operational Risk, now SEVP/Group Chief, 
Compliance at NBP. 

1 1 

Mr R Wilton* 30th September 2011 BAC 

BNC 

BRCC 

HRARC 

Career banker with HSBC Bank plc for 41 
years’ plus extensive experience in 
Structured Banking 

Nil 4 

1 = the number of other directorships excludes group companies 
* = independent non-executive director 
BAC = Board Audit Committee 
BNC = Board Nomination Committee 
BRCC = Board Risk and Compliance Committee 
HRARC = HR Appointments and Remuneration Committee 

  

 

The Bank takes a comprehensive approach to risk management with a defined Risk Framework and an 

articulated Risk Appetite Statement, which are approved annually by the Board Risk and Compliance 
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Committee (BRCC) and the Board. Our Risk Framework is the foundation for the consistent and effective 

management of risks we expect to face undertaking our strategy. The Risk Framework sets forth clear 

roles, responsibilities and accountability for the management of risk and provides a blueprint for how the 

Board, through delegation of authority to committees and executive officers, establishes risk appetite 

and associated limits for our activities. Our risk appetite provides a common framework and a comparable 

set of measures for senior management and the Board to clearly indicate the level of risk and to monitor 

whether the Bank’s risk profile remains in alignment with our strategic and capital plans. Our risk appetite 

is formally articulated in the Risk Appetite Statement, which includes both qualitative components, 

quantitative limits and states area where risk exposure would not be tolerated (zero tolerance).  

 

The Board’s Audit Committee (‘BAC’) oversees the qualifications, performance and independence of the 

external auditors, the performance of the internal audit function and the integrity of the consolidated 

financial statements. In addition, the committee has oversight of the Bank’s compliance with legal and 

regulatory requirements, and makes inquiries of management or the Head of Internal Audit to determine 

whether there are scope or resource limitations that impede the ability of Internal Audit to execute its 

responsibilities.  

 

The Management Risk Committee (‘MRC’) has primary responsibility for oversight of the Risk Framework, 

key risks arising from strategy and of the Board’s overall risk appetite. It approves the Risk Framework 

and the Risk Appetite Statement and further recommends these documents to the Board for approval. 

The MRC oversees senior management’s responsibilities for the identification, measurement, monitoring 

and control of key risks facing the Bank. The MRC may consult with other Board committees on risk-

related matters and seek external expertise where this would add value. 
 

Internal Audit maintain their independence from the Front Line Units, Independent Risk Management, 

and other control functions by reporting directly to the Audit Committee. The Head of Internal Audit 

administratively reports to the CEO. Internal Audit provides independent assessment and validation 

through testing of key processes and controls across the Bank. The Bank’s risk management policies are 

established to identify and analyse the risks faced by the Bank, to set appropriate risk limits and controls, 

and to monitor risks and adherence to limits. Risk management policies and systems are reviewed 

regularly to reflect changes in market conditions, products and services offered. The Bank, through its 

training and management standards and procedures, aims to develop a disciplined and constructive 

control environment, in which employees understand their roles and obligations. 

The Bank also has a Chief Risk Officer (CRO) who reports to the CEO and has a dotted line to the Chair of 

the Board Risk and Compliance Committee. The CRO is responsible for overseeing all aspects of risk 

management within the Bank including the implementation and effectiveness of the risk management 

framework. 
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The diagram below shows the various Board and Management Committees and their reporting lines: 

2.2 Board and Executive Committees
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2.3 Diversity policy 

UBL UK is committed to the principle of equal opportunity in employment. 

Accordingly, management will ensure that recruitment, selection, training, development and promotion 

procedures result in no job applicant or a member of staff receiving less favourable treatment because of 

a protected characteristic i.e. race, colour, nationality, ethnic or national origin, religion or belief, 

disability, trade union membership or non-membership, gender, sexual orientation, pregnancy and 

maternity, gender reassignment, marriage/civil partnership, age, or on the basis of being a part-time or 

fixed term worker. The Bank’s objective is to ensure that individuals are selected, promoted and 

otherwise treated solely on the basis of their relevant aptitudes, skills, abilities and the needs of the 

organisation. 

Management has the primary responsibility for successfully meeting these objectives by: 

 Not discriminating in the course of employment against a member of staff or job applicants 

 Not inducing or attempting to induce others to practise unlawful discrimination 

 Bringing to the attention of staff that they may be subject to action under the Disciplinary 

Procedure for unlawful discrimination of any kind. 

2.4 Board recruitment policy 

Directors are nominated by the shareholder banks and their appointment is reviewed and approved by 

the Board Nomination Committee. The Committee considers each nomination on the basis of the 

individual competence, skill and experience measured against identified objective criteria.  The Board is 

keen to promote diversity when recruiting new directors. Regulatory approval is co-ordinated through 

the Chief Compliance Officer. 
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3 Risk Management 

The management of risk is a key element of the overall management of the Bank’s operations and the 

Board’s policy is that all risks should be identified, evaluated and managed appropriately.  This will form 

the basis for better decision-making and will enable management to focus on its activities appropriately. 

A sound risk management culture should be embedded in all business operations.  This means that: 

 An appropriate and effective risk management system should permeate the fabric of the Bank as 

a whole;   

 There will be an open and receptive approach to mitigating risks effectively;  

 All staff are responsible for encouraging good risk management practice in their areas of work;  

 Everyone in the Bank must contribute to the implementation of this policy and the Risk 

Management Framework.  

The Board, in relation to each business activity and in aggregate, must approve specific risk appetite 

thresholds for the whole Bank. Each business unit is responsible for managing the risks arising from its 

activities, and for ensuring that these risks are within the risk appetite parameters defined by the Board. 

Risks will be:  

- Identified; 

- Evaluated in accordance to the risk appetite set by the Board; 

- Mitigated where needed;  

- Monitored;  

- Reported; and 

- Reviewed.  

3.1 Risk management objectives 

The Bank operates risk management policies designed to achieve the following objectives: 

 Use appropriate risk management procedures and methods for the identification, assessment, 

management, control/mitigation/reduction, monitoring and reporting of risks; 

 Propose updates to risk policies and update risk management procedures in coordination with 

senior management, and which follow best industry practice; 

 Define limits and parameters for accepting risks and seek to continuously upgrade criteria for the 

early identification of risks; 

 Evaluate on a continuous basis the material risks in new and existing business activities; 

 Report regularly to the CEO and the Board of Directors, through the Board Risk and Compliance 

Committee, on risk management issues, including credit and market risk limits, limits of authority 

and the results of stress tests; 

 Perform the Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (ICAAP) and compare results with 

regulatory capital assessments in cooperation with Finance. 

 Develop and recommend to the Board Risk and Compliance Committee, the Risk Appetite 

Statement and the risk strategy which should be aligned with business targets; 
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 Perform stress tests and scenario analysis for material risks; 

 Develop the guidelines for the appropriate incorporation of risk management principles in 

business activities;  

 Evaluate the liquidity position of the Bank and perform the annual Internal Liquidity Adequacy 

Assessment Process (ILAAP) in line with regulatory requirements; and 

 Develop a recovery and resolution plan to manage the business should the Bank begin to fail. 

3.2 Risk assessment process 

The Bank maintains a Risk Register and a Risk and Control Self-Assessment process for assessing risks, 

respective controls and the efficacy of those controls.  All employees of the Bank are responsible for 

reporting risk events via an integrated risk management system (SAI360).  These risk events are analysed 

by the Operational Risk and Conduct Committee (‘ORCC’) on a monthly basis and by the Board Risk and 

Compliance Committee (‘BRCC’), on a quarterly basis, where deemed material.  Risks are quantified by 

estimating the probability and likelihood of occurrence, which are then weighted for volatility and risk 

aggregation as explained below. 

There are a number of ways in which a risk is quantified in terms of capital allocation: 

Standardised Approach Risk Weightings: For credit and counterparty credit risk, capital is allocated 

according to the risk weightings used to calculate regulatory capital under The Standardised Approach. 

Position Risk Requirement: For market risk, capital is allocated based on any open foreign exchange 

positions taken by the Bank. 

Basic Indicator Approach: For operational risk, capital is allocated based on fixed percentage of the 

average of the previous three year positive annual gross income. 

Capital Planning Models: Capital Planning models are used to determine future capital requirements 

taking into account the business plans as well as stress tests outcomes. 

Scorecard Assessment: Here, probability of the threat and the estimated impact is assessed as outlined 

under Risk Quantification below. 

Stress Test: This approach is used for assessing the impact of concentration risk, collateral valuation risk, 

credit spread – price shock risk, interest rate risk and strategic risk. Stress test models have been used to 

determine outcomes of severe and plausible stress scenarios, which form the basis for the capital 

assessment. 

Immaterial: A risk is deemed immaterial if it is assessed to have an impact of £10,000 or less or has been 

assessed in conjunction with another risk and has been discounted to avoid duplication and double 

counting. 

3.3 Risk management structure and organisation 

See above. 

The various Board and Management committees constituting the formal structure for Risk Management 

are: 

a) Board Risk and Compliance Committee (BRCC) 
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The BRCC is responsible for: 

 Reviewing the risk appetite statements proposed by the Management Risk Committee;  

 Ensuring that they are appropriate for the effective operation of the Bank; 

 Recommending risk appetite statements to the Board for approval; 

 Reviewing the firm’s overall risk framework and ensuring that it is appropriate for the Bank’s     

activities; and 

 Considering and approving exposures over the limits delegated to the firm’s management 

team. 

The BRCC meets a minimum of 4 times per year. 

b) Board Audit Committee (BAC) 

The BAC is responsible for ensuring the quality and effectiveness of the Bank’s internal controls by 

receiving assurance reports from Internal Audit and the external auditors.  

The BAC meets a minimum of 4 times per year. 

c) Board HR Appointment and Remuneration Committee (HRARC) 

The HRARC is responsible for ensuring the Bank complies with all relevant employment law and 

regulations including the remuneration code.  

The HRARC meets a minimum of 3 times per year. 

d) Board Nominations Committee (BNC) 

The BNC is responsible for recommendation, identification and evaluation of new and existing Board 

members. 

The BNC meets a minimum of once per year. 

e) Executive Committee (ExCo) 

ExCo is responsible for the day to day management of the Bank and therefore will ensure that risks 

are identified, controlled, and reported. ExCo will also facilitate the desired risk culture across the 

Bank’s staff and operations.  

The ExCo meets a minimum of twice per month. 

f) Management Risk Committee (MRC) 

The MRC will undertake the day to day design, implementation and oversight of a risk management 

framework which will enable the risks to be controlled within the risk appetite and reported upon to 

the Board. The MRC will satisfy itself that risks are being actively managed, with the appropriate 

controls in place and working effectively.  

The MRC will: 
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 Determine, regularly review and implement the Risk Management Framework; 

 Determine the resources to be applied to risk management; 

 Embed a positive approach to risk management throughout the Bank; 

 Routinely review risk management information and reports; 

 Ensure that the Board remains appropriately informed; 

 Arrange for independent reviews of the Bank’s risk management; and 

 Review and make recommendations to the Board for any changes in policies. 

The MRC meets every month. 

g) Credit Committee (CC) 

The CC is responsible for the implementation of credit policies and for the approval of routine credit 

facilities within its credit approval and provisioning limits, as delegated by the BRCC. 

The CC meets every week. 

h) Assets and Liabilities Committee (ALCO) 

ALCO will manage and monitor the assets and the liabilities and the capital and liquidity of the Bank 

to ensure that they are within the Bank’s risk appetite and consistent with the approved ICAAP and 

ILAAP where appropriate. ALCO will also consider, review and alter key interest rates for the Bank’s 

assets and liabilities.  

The ALCO meets a minimum of once per month. 

i) Enhanced Due Diligence Committee (EDDC) 

The EDDC is responsible for reviewing and approving the Bank’s high risk clients including 

correspondent relationships and overseeing the monitoring of all transactions through the Bank with 

respect to financial crime risk. 

The EDDC meets a minimum of once per month. 

j) Projects Steering Committee (PSC) 

The Projects Steering Committee is responsible for the oversight of strategic change within the Bank, 

including the development and launch of new products as well as the prioritisation of those strategic 

changes.  

The Projects Steering Committee meets a minimum of once per month. 

k) Operational Risk and Conduct Committee (ORCC) 

The Committee is responsible for overseeing the operational risk profile (including operational resilience 

and conduct), recommending mitigations and escalating matters outside appetite to the MRC. 

It is also responsible for ensuring that the Bank operates in a manner which is not detrimental to 

customers and is in accordance with all relevant laws and best practices; with the culture of the 

organisation designed to reflect the spirit of best practice and correct customer outcomes. 
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The Operational Risk and Conduct Committee meets every month. 

 

l) Business Committee (BC) 

The Business Committee is responsible for overseeing the achievement of the Board approved budget 

and business strategy.  This includes, but is not limited to, the review of financial performance and 

pipelines, the identification of adverse variances, and the agreement of plans to get back on track. 

The Business Committee is also responsible for prioritising strategic initiatives and overseeing their 

implementation. This includes ensuring coordination across the Bank to ensure timely delivery in 

accordance with agreed timescales. 

The Committee meets once a month. 

 

3.4 Risk reporting 

3.4.1 General 

Actual risk exposure will be monitored against the defined appetite/tolerance. New risks and changes in 

risks are reported at the appropriate management committee with explanations and reasons. The results 

of this monitoring will be reported to the Board. 

This will permit the Board to gain assurance that risks within UBL UK are being properly managed and 

reported. The reports will also allow the Board to review and assess whether the defined risk 

appetite/tolerance remains appropriate, particularly as strategic objectives are progressed and the Bank’s 

risk profile changes. 

External audits, which are conducted twice a year, also provide assurance to the Board that risks material 

to the financial statements are managed and reported upon. 

3.4.2 Incident reporting 

All staff are responsible for reporting any incidents / potential incidents that could result in a loss for the 

Bank.  

The events are escalated in accordance with criteria set out in our Operational Risk Policy. 

The respective business unit is responsible for investigating the root cause of an event, considering 

mitigating actions where appropriate or recommending the acceptance of the underlying risk. 

The ORCC reviews the operational risk events and issues on a monthly basis and the BRCC does the same 

on a quarterly basis. 

All staff are required every 6 months to confirm that all incidents that they are aware of have been 

reported.  
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3.4.3 Business area risks 

Managers monitor the risks within their business area. Where a risk crystallises or increases materially, it 

should be immediately escalated to the CRO. Branch Managers are also required to review their 

environment and report immediately to the CRO any potential threats or changes to the risks to their 

business area or the Bank. Non-Financial risks (for the branches) are referred to the Head of Operations. 

3.4.4 Key business risks 

We use the following classification of key risk areas. 

 

 

3.5 Risk crystallisation / new risks 

Any new risk or a risk that has crystallised will be reviewed by the CRO in consultation with the CEO and 

the relevant member of the ExCo as they arise. Immediate remedial action and / or mitigating action will 

be considered and implemented. Any new risks will be added to the relevant risk register. 

3.6 Reports to the Board 

The Operational Risk team will: 
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 - Consolidate and update the risk registers; 

 - Review and consolidate all risk reports; 

 - Review and investigate the incident log; and 

- Write a risk report to include: 

 All items of significance 

 Highlight risks that have changed in the intervening period 

 Highlight any new risks 

 Report on the risk monitoring and reporting throughout the Bank. 

The Board Risk and Compliance Committee and Board will receive an update on: 

- The key risk register; 

- The incident log; 

- Risk report.  

 

On an annual basis, the Board of Directors will  

- Review the business plan and brainstorm on key enterprise risks to the objectives defined in such 

plan 

 

3.7 Risk quantification (excluding stress tests) 

Risk is first assessed on its probability (likelihood) and impact (severity) using a scorecard method (or 

equivalent) as defined in the Operational Risk Policy. 

3.8 Risk aggregation and capital allocation method 

Capital is allocated according to estimates which are assessed by the relevant risk owners. 

Although estimates are based on current and past experience, these are further weighted according to 

their potential volatility i.e. the margin of possible error.  For example, if the maximum possible impact 

of a threat is £100,000 and it is estimated to be £90,000, the margin of possible error is small.  On the 

other hand, an estimate of £20,000 could be out by 500%, and is therefore weighted to reflect the 

increased volatility. 

In arriving at an overall capital allocation, capital assessments are aggregated for all risks.  It is reasonable 

to assume that in any one year, not all threats will materialise (although care must be taken to recognise 

any risks that are correlated). 

As noted above, in the risk assessment process the likelihood of a threat is expressed in terms of its 

expected frequency.  An event may have a £100,000 impact, but if it is expected to occur once in 10 years, 

the 'average impact' spread over the 10 years is only £10,000. 

Of course, in reality, the risk either does or does not materialise in any one year.  Furthermore, some 

years may well suffer a higher than average number of occurrences than would be expected according to 

the statistical averages.  For this reason, the 'average impact' must be further weighted to take these 

factors into account. 
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Low probability risks are given the highest weightings, since their unexpected occurrence will be far 

greater than the average.  Any estimated costs that are expected to occur in the year will require no 

additional weighting, since their 'average impact' is in fact the same as the full assessment. 

3.9 Stress testing 

Not all risks can be readily assessed as described above.  For assessing the impact of concentration risk, 

collateral valuation risk, credit spread – price shock risk, interest rate risk, market risk and strategic risk, 

stress test models have been used incorporating a set of assumptions on the basis of severe and plausible 

scenarios. 

Stress tests are also used to consider the impact of stressed conditions on meeting future capital 

requirements. 

3.10 Internal Audit 

The primary role of Internal Audit is to help the Board to protect the assets, reputation and sustainability 

of the organisation by: 

 Assessing whether controls are in place to identify significant risks; 

 Assessing whether the risks are appropriately reported by management to the Board; 

 Assessing whether the risks are adequately controlled; and 

 Challenging the ExCo on the effectiveness of governance, risk management and internal controls.  

The Bank’s Internal Audit function will achieve this through the following core responsibilities: 

 To propose to the BAC, an annual audit plan based on its understanding (after discussion with 

management) of the significant potential risks to which the organisation could be exposed; 

 To carry out audits of functions and processes in accordance with the annual audit plan and any 

additional special investigations requested by management, the Board, the BAC or the regulators; 

 To assess the adequacy and effectiveness of the controls in the functions and processes audited 

and to issue recommendations for where and why improvement is required (where appropriate) 

based on the result of work carried out; 

 To verify compliance with those recommendations; and 

 To report to the BAC in relation to Internal Audit matters. 

In addition to the above, Internal Audit also provide feedback and challenge on the effectiveness of the 

Bank’s control framework through attendance at relevant governance committees and through 

management meetings. 

3.11 Risk statement 

The Bank’s Risk Appetite Statement is provided in Appendix II. This has been approved by the Board and 

it describes the risk appetite and how this feeds into the Bank’s overall strategy. The Board maintains a 

risk appetite which is regularly monitored with formal reviews of the risk measures in conjunction with 

the long term planning process. 
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3.12 Key risks 

The Bank sees its key risks as being: 

- Credit and Counterparty Credit Risk - the potential risk that arises from customers (or counterparties) 

failing to meet their obligations as they fall due. The ExCo has formed the Credit Committee which is 

responsible for the oversight of credit risk. The members of this are the CEO, CBO, CRO, Senior Credit 

Risk Manager and Senior Credit Manager. For facilities in excess of its mandate the approval of the 

Board Risk and Compliance Committee is sought. Exposures are monitored daily and appropriate 

action taken should a credit limit be breached. 

- Money Laundering and Counter Terrorist Finance - Ensuring that the Bank is not used for the 

purposes of money laundering or funding terrorism with the ensuing risk of regulatory censure, fine 

or personal prosecution. The Bank has established an Enhanced Due Diligence Committee to cover 

issues arising from these risks, under the chairmanship of the Chief Compliance Officer. This 

committee meets monthly and includes business heads and the MLRO. 

- Operational Risk - the risk of loss arising from failed or inadequate internal processes or systems, 

human error or other external factors. The risk is managed by individual business areas that have 

responsibility for putting in place appropriate controls for their business.  

Each business area has an appointed risk owner and accountable executive who co-ordinate control 

and risk assessments on a regular basis. This process is led by the CRO and the Operational Risk team.  

In order to ensure the Bank has sufficient capital to cover these operational risks the Bank also 

maintains a range of insurance policies to cover eventualities such as business interruption, loss of 

computer systems, crime etc. 

- Interest rate risk - arises from imperfect matching of different interest rate features, re-pricing dates 

and maturities of mortgages, savings and wholesale products. The Bank manages this exposure on a 

continuing basis, within limits set by the ALCO using a combination of on and off-balance sheet 

instruments. 

The sensitivity to changes in interest rates impacts the following activities:  

a) Management of the investment of reserves and other net non-interest bearing liabilities;  

b) Fixed rate savings products and fixed rate funding;  

c) Fixed and capped rate lending and fixed rate treasury lending. 

We manage these risks by monitoring the gaps which arise within different time buckets. In addition 

swaps are used to manage the risk arising from a net exposure to an interest rate basis type. For 

example, base rate or LIBOR.  

The Bank uses a parallel shift in interest rates of 200 basis points to assess the impact of an interest 

rate shock and to establish risk appetite. In addition, internal scenario and stress tests are run for 

non-parallel interest rate movements and limits based upon the Bank’s forecast profitability. 

- Liquidity Risk – the risk that the Bank will encounter difficulty in meeting its obligations arising from 

its financial liabilities.  The Bank’s liquidity policy is to maintain sufficient liquid resources to cover 
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cash flow imbalances and fluctuations in funding in order to maintain the solvency of the Bank and to 

enable the Bank to meet its financial obligations. This is achieved through maintaining a prudent level 

of liquid assets, through moderate wholesale funding, and through management control of the 

growth of the business.  

The Bank principally funds its lending through its retail deposits.  

The Bank maintains assets in liquid form in such proportion and composition as will (at all times) 

enable it to meet its liabilities as they fall due (including any unexpected adverse cash flow). To this 

end the Bank monitors its liquidity position against a series of stress tests which apply potential 

outflows based on a series of idiosyncratic and/or market wide stressed positions. The Bank’s stated 

liquidity risk appetite is to maintain sufficient liquid resources that it can meet all stressed outflows 

over an 80 day period.  

In accordance with CRD IV, the Bank maintains a significant level of high quality, UK and US 

Government Debt, which are classed as High Quality Liquid Assets (‘HQLA’). As at 31 December 2020, 

the Bank held HQLA amounting to £107m.  

- Reputational Risk - Reputational risk is the risk to earnings, liquidity or capital arising from negative 

market or public opinion. Management has considered how this might arise and what the impact 

could be. The consequences would adversely impact the future prospects of the Bank and could 

expose the Bank to litigation and financial loss. Reputational risk is inherent across the Bank. Senior 

Management manage this risk in the following ways: 

o By maintaining and investing in its control structures; 

o By a continued focus on customer outcomes; 

o By promoting the Bank through marketing and external communications; and 

o Through the Risk Management Framework which has reputational risk as a key consideration. 

Further detail is contained in Section 6 onwards with an expanded list of the risks faced by the Bank is 

shown in Appendix IV. 
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4 Own Funds 

UBL UK is 55% owned by United Bank Limited and 45% owned by National Bank of Pakistan. Both parent 

banks are established and profitable banks in Pakistan, and committed to the future growth of the Bank. 

This is confirmed by their injection of £15million of additional funding in October 2014, taking their total 

investment in the Bank to £45million. 

Below are figures extracted from the 31 December 2020 consolidated accounts for each parent: 

Category UBL NBP 

Total assets £9,842m £13,849m 

Shareholders’ funds £847m £1,232m 

Profit/(Loss) before tax £157m £213m 

Tier 1 Capital Adequacy Ratio  18.37% 19.78% 

 

The table below shows the breakdown of UBL UK’s capital resources: 

 

Common Equity Tier 1 capital comprises of the permanent paid up capital instruments, retained earnings 

and the fair value reserve resulting from the revaluation of property and investments. This is the core 

capital of the Bank and acts as a buffer to absorb losses to protect depositors and other creditors of the 

Bank.  

Type of Capital 31-12-2020 31-12-2019 

Common Equity Tier one capital   

Paid up capital instruments £45,000,000 £45,000,000 

Retained earnings  £21,752,997  £24,584,784 

Accumulated other comprehensive income  £9,359,486  £8,207,712 

Sub-Total  £76,112,483  £77,792,496 

Deductions for non-qualifying items   

Intangible assets £(638,479) £(468,847) 

Deferred tax £0 £0 

Common Equity Tier 1 capital  £75,474,004  £77,323,649 

Additional Tier 1 capital - - 

Tier 2 capital   

General credit risk adjustments 1 £192,412 £575,883 

Total Tier 2 capital £192,412 £575,883 

Total regulatory capital 2 £75,666,416 £77,899,532 
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Tier 2 capital is the supplementary capital and currently comprises just the collective impairment 

provision for the known but individually unidentified impairment of its loan portfolio. 

1   The total collective credit provision recognised in the balance sheet is permitted to be included as Tier 2 capital. 
2 A reconciliation of the regulatory capital to the balance sheet is shown in Appendix III. 
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5 Compliance with CRD IV and Capital Adequacy 

5.1 Capital requirements framework 

In order to protect the solvency of the Bank, the Bank holds internal capital resources to absorb 

unexpected losses. The capital held is determined by the regulators guidance. 

The Capital Framework as applicable to the Bank business model is described below.  

Pillar 1 sets out the minimum capital requirements that firms are required to meet for credit, market and 

operational risk.  

Pillar 2A / Individual Capital Guidance (ICG) sets out requirements on firms with regard to their internal 

capital adequacy assessment processes (ICAAPs), internal procedures and control mechanisms. The PRA 

requires that firms should meet Pillar 2A with at least 56% Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1).  

Pillar 2B/PRA Buffer is designed to be available to absorb losses and/or to cover increased capital 

requirements in adverse circumstances that are outside the firm’s normal and direct control. The Pillar 

2B is set at a level that enables a firm to meet all relevant capital ratios specified in the supervisory 

framework at all points in the economic cycle.  

Countercyclical Buffer (CCyB) is intended to protect the banking sector against losses that could be 

caused by cyclical systemic risks. The CCyB requirement requires banks to add capital at times when credit 

is growing rapidly so that the buffer can be reduced when the financial cycle turns. Banks can use the 

additional capital buffers they have built up during the growth phase of the financial cycle to cover losses 

that may arise during periods of stress and to continue supplying credit to the real economy. The amount 

of buffer is calculated as the weighted average of the buffers in effect in the jurisdictions to which banks 

have a credit exposure. The Financial Policy Committee (FPC) is responsible for setting the CCyB rate that 

applies to UK exposures. 

Capital Conservation Buffer (CCB) - the purpose of this buffer is to enable firms to absorb losses in 

stressed periods. A capital conservation buffer of 2.5 per cent, comprised of Common Equity Tier 1 capital, 

is required to be maintained above the regulatory minimum capital requirement. The PRA introduced this 

buffer using a phased approach from 1 January 2016 until it was fully implemented in 2020. 

Buffer for Global Systemically Important Banks (G-SIBs) - the PRA is responsible for setting this buffer 

and also for identifying UK institutions which meet the definition of a G-SIB. Due to its size UBL UK is not 

considered to be of global systemic importance and is therefore outside the scope of this buffer.  
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The diagram below illustrates the revised capital framework: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* The Systemic buffer (O-SII) is not shown above, as it is not applicable to UBL UK and is only applicable to systemically important institutions. 
  

5.2 Assessment of Pillar I and Pillar 2 capital requirement 

The diagram below illustrates the approach taken to formulate the Bank's internal Pillar 1 and Pillar 2 

capital requirements: 

The boxes in blue represent the minimum regulatory allocations of capital for credit and counterparty 

credit risk, market risk and operational risk i.e. Pillar 1 Capital.  The boxes in yellow represent the Bank's 

own capital assessments for market risk, operational risk, stress testing and other risks. 

 Credit and Counterparty Credit Risk:  The Pillar 1 minimum capital requirement for credit risk, 

based on the Basel III framework under the Standardised Approach, is taken as the starting point 

in considering what internal capital may be required.  The internal capital assessment includes 
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consideration as to whether the Pillar 1 capital calculation fully captures the credit risk faced by 

the Bank. 

 Market Risk:  UBL UK operates only a small trading book (defined as normally less than 5% of 

total assets and EUR 15 million) but in terms of the regulatory framework, is required to hold 

capital against market risk in the banking book for foreign currency risk.  The Bank's own 

assessment of market risk covers foreign exchange rate risk and interest rate risk.   

 Operational Risk:  Basel III sets out a simple means to calculate Pillar 1 capital required to meet 

operational risk requirements.  Under the Basic Indicator approach (followed by the Bank) this is 

15% of the Bank's average operating income taken over the last 3 years.  The Bank's own 

assessment of operational risk covers all material risks that do not fall into the other elements 

shown in the diagram.   

 Stress Testing:  This element covers risks that have been assessed from stress tests and for which 

the Bank believes that Pillar 1 has not adequately captured their potential capital requirements. 

These are: concentration risk, strategic risk, interest rate risk in the banking book, collateral 

valuation risk, market risk for the price movement in the investment portfolio and other business 

risk. 

 Other Risks:  This element refers to the Bank's own assessment of pension obligation risk.   

 Pillar 2 Capital is the Bank's internal capital assessment over and above Pillar 1 credit, market and 

operational risk capital requirements.  This is arrived at by simply deducting the regulatory Pillar 

1 capital requirement (shown in blue in the above diagram) from the Bank's overall internal 

assessment (shown in yellow above). 

5.3 Pillar 1 capital requirements 

The table below shows the overall exposures, capital requirement and risk weighted assets of the Bank 

under the adopted Standardised Approach. 

The Bank’s Pillar 1 capital requirement is based on 8% of its risk-weighted assets.  The Bank uses credit 

ratings obtained from three rating agencies (Fitch, Moody’s and S&P) in order to arrive at the risk weights 

necessary to calculate the risk-weighted values for its exposures to rated institutions. Where an 

institution is not rated by any of these three agencies, the Bank uses its internal assessment to rate the 

institution. The Bank’s other exposures are to unrated entities. The exposures, capital requirements and 

risk-weighted assets within each exposure class at 31 December 2020 were: 

Minimum Capital Requirement (8%) Exposure 
£000s 

RWA 
£000s 

Capital Requirement 
£000s 

Central government or central banks 67,631 25,007 2,001 

Regional governments or local authorities - - - 

Public Sector Entities - - - 

Multilateral Development Banks 68,423 - - 

International organisations - - - 

Institutions 53,381 17,622 1,410 

Corporate 72,756 73,664 5,893 
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Minimum Capital Requirement (8%) Exposure 
£000s 

RWA 
£000s 

Capital Requirement 
£000s 

Retail 1,552 621 50 

Secured by mortgages on immovable property 300,661 134,246 10,740 

Exposures in default 8,791 9,842 787 

Items associated with particular high risk - - - 

Covered bond - - - 

Claims on institutions and corporates with a short-term 
credit assessment 

- - - 

Collective Investments undertakings - - - 

Equity - - - 

Other items 34,049 33,785 2,703 

Credit and Counterparty Credit Risk Minimum Capital 
Requirement 

607,244 294,787 23,584 

    

Credit and Counterparty Credit Risk (Standardised) 607,244 294,787 23,584 

Market Risk (Position Risk Requirement) 1 - - - 

Credit Valuation Adjustment Risk (Simplified Method) 1,416 262 21 

Operational Risk (Basic Indicator Approach) - 21,090 1,687 

Pillar 1 Capital Resources Requirement 608,660 316,139 25,292 

 

1 The sum of the Bank’s overall net foreign exchange position was below the de minimis limit of 2% of the 

total own funds resulting in nil own funds requirement for market risk. As at 31 December 2020, the Bank 

had surplus capital over and above its minimum capital resources requirement of £13 million.  

The Bank has assessed the required Capital Planning Buffer (CPB) going forward. The CPB is identified so 

that it can be used to absorb losses and/or to cover increasing capital requirements in adverse 

circumstances that are outside the Bank’s normal and direct control. The Bank has projected its capital 

resources and capital requirements over a four-year horizon, incorporating the impacts of stressed 

conditions to assess movements in capital resources and capital requirements in adverse circumstances. 

On the basis of these stressed capital projections, the Bank has not identified a need to raise capital to 

cover both the planned growth over the next four years and to meet the additional requirement arising 

should adverse circumstances materialise that are outside the Bank’s normal and direct control. 

The Bank will ensure that it will continue to comply with the PRA and other regulatory capital 

requirements. On an annual basis the Bank will ensure that growth is limited to the level supported by 

the existing capital.  
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5.4 Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (ICAAP) 

The Board has ultimate responsibility for the Bank’s capital management and capital allocation. Ongoing 

monitoring of compliance with its regulatory requirements also takes place via the ALCO, which considers 

the adequacy of the Bank’s capital position.  

The Bank undertakes a comprehensive formal assessment of its capital adequacy at least on an annual 

basis, and additionally when considered necessary in the light of changes in market or specific UBL UK 

circumstances, including strategic decisions in respect of the product set offered by the Bank. 

The ICAAP is an assessment by the Bank, approved by the Board, of the level of capital that it believes is 

required in respect of the principal risks to which it is exposed in the execution of its business plan. The 

Bank uses a range of modelling, scenario analysis and stress testing techniques which it considers 

appropriate to the scale and nature of the Bank’s activities in order to identify the capital levels required 

and compares these to the Pillar 1 minimum amounts. These techniques include an evaluation over the 

medium term planning horizon of the adequacy of the Bank’s capital position even under a range of 

relevant extreme but plausible stressed conditions. 

The ICAAP is subject to rigorous review and challenge by both the executive management team and the 

Board. The report is submitted to the Bank’s prudential regulator, which will periodically revisit the 

Individual Capital Guidance requirements for the Bank in the light of the most recent ICAAP and the 

regulator’s own supervisory processes. 

5.5 Capital adequacy  

In accordance with CRD IV rules for determining capital requirements as promulgated by the EU, the Bank 

has at all times complied with the revised rules. Under CRD IV the Bank continues to adopt the 

Standardised Approach to credit and counterparty credit risk, the Basic Indicator approach to operational 

risk and position risk requirement for market risk to calculate the Pillar 1 minimum capital requirement.  

The PRA in their capacity as supervisors set targets for, and monitor, the capital adequacy of the Bank. 

Capital adequacy returns are submitted quarterly to the Regulators.  

As at 31 December 2020, and throughout the year, the Bank’s capital (or ’Own Funds‘) exceeded its 

minimum regulatory requirement.   
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6 Principal Risks 

The principal risks that the Bank is exposed to are as follows: 

 Credit Risk 

 Market Risk 

 Liquidity Risk 

 Operational Risk (including Conduct) 

 Reputational Risk 

Details on each principal risk are provided below. 

6.1 Credit risk  

Credit risk is the risk of financial loss to the Bank if a customer or counterparty to a financial instrument 

fails to meet its contractual obligations, and arises principally from the Bank’s loans and advances to 

customers and other banks.  For risk management reporting purposes, the Bank considers and 

consolidates all elements of credit risk exposure (such as individual obligor default risk, sector and country 

concentration risk). 

 The Board of Directors has delegated responsibility for the management of credit risk as well as other 

risks to the Board Risk and Compliance Committee.  The main duties of the Board Risk and Compliance 

Committee are: 

 To ensure that the systems, policies and procedures for the identification, evaluation, 

management and monitoring of risks are carried out; 

 To determine the policies and principles that govern the identification and evaluation of risks as 

well as the procedure for their management; 

 To ensure that the Senior Management fully understands and applies the desired levels of risk 

taking, as specified by the Board of Directors in the Risk Appetite Statement and also that the 

personnel understands and applies the risk taking and management policy and that excessive risk 

taking is not encouraged; 

 To review the Capital Management Policy and recommend it to the Board of Directors; 

 To ensure that the internal risk management framework and the procedures for risk management 

in the decision-making process are carried out for all the activities of the Bank; 

 To evaluate annually, based on the report of the Risk Department, the adequacy and 

effectiveness of the risk management policy and the appropriateness of risk limits, the adequacy 

of provisions, and in general the adequacy of own funds in relation to the level of undertaken 

risks; 

 To review and propose to the Board, the Bank’s liquidity, capital and other risk appetite 

statements; 

 To ensure that stress tests and related procedures are carried out as appropriate on all major 

risks, at least on an annual basis and, where necessary to challenge the appropriateness of limits 

and the adequacy of capital in relation to budgets; and to communicate the results to the Board; 
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 To review, evaluate and recommend to the Board for approval the Internal Capital Adequacy 

Assessment Process report (ICAAP), which aims to evaluate the important risks undertaken by 

the Bank; 

 To review, evaluate and recommend to the Board for approval the Internal Liquidity Adequacy 

Assessment Process report (ILAAP), which aims to evaluate the important liquidity risks 

undertaken by the Bank; 

 To ensure that the risk profile of the Bank is in line with the risk appetite, and capital planning 

and to make any relevant recommendations to the Board; 

 The approval of credits and credit provisioning up to a level set by the Board, the approval of 

credit policy, amendments and deviations thereto. To consider and recommend to the full Board 

for approval credits and credit provisioning in excess of its limit; 

 The approval of the Credit Policy Handbook and all amendments thereto; and 

 The review and recommendation to the Board where required of all lending policies. 

 

The Bank mitigates credit risk by:  

 Focusing on business sectors it knows well or has an established connection.  

 Limiting the size of exposures to any particular entity / group.  

 Limiting the aggregate size of exposures to any particular sector and country.  

 Obtaining security cover and where appropriate personal guarantees for the exposure.  

 Regularly reviewing the credit risk grading of each exposure.  

The table below shows the Bank’s maximum exposure to credit risk, by class of financial instrument: 

 31-12-2020 31-12-2019 

 Carrying 
Value 
£000s 

Maximum 
Exposure 

£000s 

Carrying 
Value 
£000s 

Maximum 
Exposure 

£000s 

Cash and balances with central banks 51,425 51,425 56,401 56,401 

Loans and advances to banks 570 570 - - 

Loans and advances to customers 371,849 371,849 283,815 283,815 

Investments:     

Held-to-maturity - - - - 

Available for sale 148,064 148,064 137,827 137,827 

Derivative financial assets:     

Currency forwards - - - - 

Undrawn commitments (incl. overdraft limits) - 25,298 - 49,223 

Total 571,908 597,206 478,043 527,266 
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The table below shows the undiscounted cash flows on the Company’s financial assets on the basis of 
their earliest possible contractual maturity: 
 

Residual contractual 
maturities of financial 
instruments as at  
31 December 2020 

Less than 
1 month 

£’000 

More than 
one month 

but less 
than three 

months 
£’000 

More than 
three 

months 
but less 

than one 
year 

£’000 

More than 
one year 
but less 

than five 
years 
£’000 

More than 
five years 

£’000 

Total 
£’000 

Cash and balance with central 
banks 

44,083 7,338 4 - - 51,425 

Loans and advances to banks 570 - - - - 570 

Loans and advances to 
customers 

11,659 24,844 40,121 307,030 45,661 429,315 

Debt securities 30,222 18,776 16,593 81,712 6,956 154,259 

Total 86,534 50,958 56,718 388,742 52,617 635,569 

 

Residual contractual 
maturities of financial 
instruments as at  
31 December 2019 

Less than 
1 month 

£’000 

More than 
one month 

but less 
than three 

months 
£’000 

More than 
three 

months 
but less 

than one 
year 

£’000 

More than 
one year 
but less 

than five 
years 
£’000 

More than 
five years 

£’000 

Total 
£’000 

Cash and balance with central 
banks 

51,402 5,012 2 - - 56,416 

Loans and advances to banks - - - - - - 

Loans and advances to 
customers 

17,914 17,647 32,859 220,717 41,817 330,954 

Debt securities 809 14,235 25,158 88,941 20,839 149,982 

Total 70,125 36,894 58,019 309,658 62,656 537,352 

 

The table below shows the breakdown of the Bank’s on-balance sheet credit exposure categorised by the 

degree of risk of financial loss: 

 Debt Securities Loans and advances to 
customers 

Loans and 
advances to banks 

 2020 
£’000 

2019 
£’000 

2020 
£000’s 

2019 
£000’s 

2020 
£000’s 

2019 
£000’s 

Carrying amount 148,064 137,827 371,849 283,815 - - 

       

Impairment - collective   (192) (576)   

       

Individually impaired:       

Grade 12: Doubtful - - 6,381 2,826 - - 

Grade 14: Loss - - 1,095 1,337 - - 

Impairment - specific - - (1,288) (1,337) - - 
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Carrying Amount - - 6,188 2,826 - - 

Past due but not impaired:       

Grade 3 - 11       

Up to 30 days past due - - 6,944 6,144 - - 

31 - 60 days - - - 14 - - 

61 – 90 days - - - 9 - - 

91 – 120 days - - 93 - - - 

121 – 150 days - - - 342 - - 

151 – 180 days - - - 2,961 - - 

180 days + - - - - - - 

Carrying amount - - 7,037 9,470 - - 

       

Neither past due nor 
impaired: 

      

Grade 1 - 8: Low to Fair risk 138,643 131,406 313,904 270,597 - - 

Grade 9: Watchlist 6,887 6,421 44,913 1,497 - - 

Carrying amount 145,530 137,827 358,817 272,094 - - 

 
 
 

6.1.1 Impaired loans 

Impaired loans are loans for which the Bank determines that it is probable that it will be unable to collect 

all principal and interest due according to the contractual terms of the loan agreement. In circumstances 

where the current realisable value of the security held by the Bank will not sufficiently cover the exposure, 

then a specific provision will be raised to cover the expected loss. 

The table below shows the impaired exposures by sector as at December 2020. 

 Impaired 
Exposures 

2020 
£’000 

Specific 
Provisions 

2020 
£’000 

Impaired 
Exposures 

2019 
£’000 

Specific 
Provisions 

2019 
£’000 

Real estate - buy, sell, develop and letting 832 (832) 832 (832) 

Financial - - - - 

Others 3,611 - 1,741 - 

Individuals 3,033 (455) 1,590 (505) 

Total 7,476 (1,288) 4,163 (1,337) 

 

The table below shows the impaired exposures by geography as at December 2020. 
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 Impaired 
Exposures 

2020 
£’000 

Specific 
Provisions 

2020 
£’000 

Impaired 
Exposures 

2019 
£’000 

Specific 
Provisions 

2019 
£’000 

Great Britain 4,982 (1,085) 4,163 (1,337) 

Europe  - - - - 

Africa - - - - 

Middle East 2,494 (203) - - 

Total  7,476 (1,288) 4,163 (1,337) 

 

6.1.2 Past due but not impaired 

Loans where contractual interest or principal payments are past due, but the Bank believes that 

impairment is not appropriate on the basis of the level of security / collateral available and / or the stage 

of collection of amounts owed to the Bank. 

6.1.3 Allowances of impairment 

The Bank establishes an allowance for impairment losses that represents its estimate of incurred losses 

in its loan portfolio. The main component is a specific loss provision that relates to individually significant 

exposures and represents the amount remaining after deducting the expected discounted cash flows 

from the outstanding loan principal and accrued interest at the balance sheet date.  

6.1.4 Write-off policy 

The Bank will write off a loan balance (and any related allowances for impairment losses) when the BRCC 

determines that the loans are uncollectible.  

This determination is reached after considering information such as the occurrence of significant changes 

in the borrower / issuer’s financial position such that the borrower / issuer can no longer pay the 

obligation, or that proceeds from collateral will not be sufficient to pay back the entire exposure. 

The Bank holds collateral against loans and advances to customers in the form of mortgage interests over 

property and liens over cash deposits.  Collateral is not held over loans and advances to banks.  The table 

below shows a breakdown of the credit exposure by collateral type. 

 Loans and advances to 
customers 

Loans and advances to 
banks 

 31-12-2020 
£000’s 

31-12-2019 
£000’s 

31-12-2020 
£000’s 

31-12-2019 
£000’s 

Individually impaired     

Property 3,694 2,826 - - 

Unsecured 2,493 -   

Other - - - - 

     

Past due but not impaired     

Property 7,037 9,470 - - 

Unsecured - - - - 

Other - - - - 
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Neither past due nor impaired     

Property 299,897 188,370 - - 

Unsecured 58,920 83,724 - - 

Other - - - - 

     

Impairment allowance – collective 
provision 

(192) (575) - - 

     

Carrying amount 371,849 283,815 - - 

The average loan to value ratio for customer loans secured by property is 63% (2019: 56%); calculated by 

dividing the balance owed to the Bank by the latest valuation held for the property.  Independent property 

valuations are undertaken regularly where the loan to value ratio is greater than 50%, and more 

frequently where it is likely that there has been a material change in value. The Bank will seek to dispose 

of property and other assets obtained by taking possession of collateral and converting into cash as 

rapidly as the market for the individual asset permits. 

6.1.5 Forbearance policy 

The Bank periodically assesses whether there is objective evidence that a financial asset or portfolio of 

financial assets is impaired. In conducting this assessment, management takes account of any forbearance 

arrangements it has with its customers. The Bank has a detailed Forbearance Policy and as part of the 

arrears management process, the Bank will consider providing a forbearance facility to the borrower after 

considering each case and analysing it based on its own merits and the specific circumstances of the 

borrower. The primary aim of providing a forbearance facility to a borrower is to enable the complete 

recovery of the debt through the full repayment of arrears. Where the circumstances of the borrower 

mean that this primary aim is not achievable, the secondary aim is to recover the customer into a 

‘sustainable terms‘ position on their debt. In all cases the provision of forbearance aims to minimise the 

risk of the borrower ultimately defaulting on their debt and losing their security.  

As at 31 December 2020, all loans and advances with a risk grade of 9 or above had been considered for 

forbearance. 

6.1.6 Movement in the bad debt provision 

The table below shows the movement in the bad debt provision: 

 31-12- 2020 
Specific 

31-12-2020 
Collective 

31-12-2020    
Total 

31-12-2019 
Total 

At 1st January  1,336,964 575,883 1,912,847 2,435,847 

Change to Profit and Loss 203,062 - 203,062 9,407 

Reversal of impairment - (383,471) (383,471) (278,195) 

Release to Profit and Loss (126,992) - (126,992) (253,883) 

Amounts written off (125,214) - (125,214) - 

At 31st December 1,287,820 192,412 1,480,232 1,912,847 
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Collective impairment provisions reflect the estimated amount of losses incurred on a collective basis, 

but which have yet to be individually identified.  The collective provision is maintained to reduce the 

carrying amount of portfolios of similar loans and advances to their estimated recoverable amounts at 

the balance sheet date.  The evaluation process is subject to a series of estimates and judgements. 

The calculation of the collective impairment provision requires model estimates of probability of default, 

exposure at default and loss given default.  The calculation occurs at account level and is aggregated to 

portfolio level for reporting purposes.  

Collective impairment provisions are raised when the probability of default of a counterparty has 

increased relative to the probability of default at origination.  The size of the collective impairment 

provision is a function of the model estimates, and gives an indication of the likely credit loss over the 

following 12 months. 

6.1.7 Wrong way risk 

Wrong way risk is defined as the risk that occurs when exposure to counterparty is adversely correlated 

with the credit quality of that counterparty.  The Bank has no exposure to wrong way risk. 

6.1.8 Investments 

All investment securities held by the Company at 31 December 2020 were rated (2019: £2m classified as 

not rated).  

In 2020, total losses from the Investment portfolio taken as impairment to the profit and loss were £2.3m 

(2019: Nil). 

Below is a table showing the credit quality of debt securities that are neither past due nor impaired: 

 
Fitch ratings 

2020 
£’000 

2019 
£’000 

AAA  84,157 64,212 

AA+ - - 

AA 30,151 11,177 

AA- - - 

BBB+ - - 

BBB - 7,112 

BBB- - - 

BB+ - 5,662 

BB - 2,247 

BB- 1,839 1,862 

B+ 887 25,471 

B - 11,599 

B- 26,369 - 

CCC+ 2,534 3,002 

CCC 2,127 3,419 

NR - 2,065 

Total  148,064 137,828 
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6.1.9 Credit risk concentration 

The Bank manages credit risk concentration by setting exposure limits to groups / individual 

counterparties, sectors, and countries. 

The Bank monitors credit risk concentration against limits daily.  Any excesses, actual or potential, are 

notified to the Line Credit Committee for ratification, approval and /or recommendation to the Board Risk 

and Compliance Committee / Board for direction as to remedial action. 

The table below summarises the sector and location concentration risk for loans made by the Bank: 

Concentration by sector Loans and 
advances to 
customers 

 
31-12-2020 

£000’s 

Loans and 
advances to 
customers 

 
31-12-2019 

£000’s 

Central and local government 5,899 9,455 

Food, beverage, tobacco 22,992 1,960 

Textiles, leather, clothes 3,464 3,465 

Other manufacturing 1 1 

Retail 1,258 4,031 

Wholesale including import and export - - 

Transport, storage, communication 17,651 14,908 

Construction - - 

Real estate - buy, sell, develop and letting 192,466 124,350 

Financial 10,652 14,214 

Other service industry 29,302 24,672 

Individuals 88,164 86,759 

Total  371,849 283,815 

 

 
Concentration by location 

Loans and 
advances to 
customers 

 
31-12-2020 

£000’s 

Loans and 
advances to 
customers 

 
31-12-2019 

£000’s 

Great Britain 291,544 189,013 

Europe  11,899 12,904 

South Asia 61,494 66,098 

Africa  - 2,357 

Rest of world  6,912 13,443 

Total  371,849 283,815 

 

6.1.10 Counterparty credit risk 

Counterparty Credit Risk can be defined as the risk that the counterparty to a transaction could default 

before the final settlement of the transaction’s cash flows. 
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The Bank uses over the counter (OTC) derivative (forward foreign exchange) transactions to hedge 

exposures on foreign exchange risk. The CCR mark to market method is used to measure exposure value 

and details of exposure are provided in the tables below: 

Measure for exposure value under the CCR Mark to Market Method 

Counterparty Credit Risk Exposures: 
CCR Mark to Market Method 

December 2020 
£’000 

Interest rate contracts - 

Contracts concerning foreign currency rates and gold 1,416 

Contracts concerning equities - 

Contracts concerning precious metals except gold - 

Contracts concerning commodities other than precious metals - 

Total 1,416 

 

Net Derivative Credit Exposure 

 
Net Derivative Credit Exposure 

December 2020 
£’000 

December 2019 
£’000 

Gross positive fair value 264 3,483 

Less: Netting benefits - - 

Netted current credit exposure - - 

Less: Collateral held - - 

Net Derivatives Credit Exposure 264 3,483 

 

The Bank does not currently net or hold collateral, or maintain credit reserves, for the purposes of 

mitigating counterparty credit risk. Hence, gross positive fair value of contracts, netting benefits, netted 

current credit exposure, collateral held and net derivative credit exposure are not applicable to the 

Bank. 

6.1.11 Credit risk mitigation 

The Bank has put policies in place which allows the use of credit mitigation to reduce Counterparty Credit 

Risk. As at December 2020, the Bank has not made use of collateral.  

6.1.12 Credit valuation adjustment 

The Bank has exposure to OTC derivatives, in the form of foreign exchange forwards and swaps, which 

requires us to make a credit valuation adjustment (CVA). This is defined as the difference between the 

risk-free portfolio value and the true portfolio value, which takes into account the possibility of a 

counterparty’s default. As of 31 December 2020, the capital requirement due to CVA was £21k (2019: 

£94k). 
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6.2 Market risk 

Market risk is defined as the current or prospective risk to earnings and capital arising from adverse 

movements in asset prices, foreign exchange rates as well as interest rates in both the trading and banking 

book. 

In relation to the Bank, market risk arises predominantly from the overnight foreign exchange positions 

that the Bank maintains as part of its regular banking operations and from the interest rate risk in the 

banking book which includes the investment portfolio. 

The monitoring and management of market risk is the responsibility of Treasury, while the monitoring of 

market risk exposures is the responsibility of the Risk Department. The Board, the Board Risk and 

Compliance Committee, as well as the ALCO committee assume a supervisory and monitoring role in the 

process. 

The Risk Department defines and reviews the implementation of risk policies and procedures regarding 

market risk. Specifically the Risk Department monitors FX, interest rate risk, and overall risk analysis of 

market risk exposures. Stress tests are periodically performed for the major risk factors. Major market 

developments, new risks undertaken, and major risk limit breaches are also analysed. 

The objective of the ALCO is to derive the most appropriate strategy for the Bank, in terms of the mix of 

assets and liabilities given its expectations of the future and the potential consequences of interest rate 

movements, liquidity constraints, and foreign exchange exposure and capital adequacy. 

The Risk Department is responsible for reviewing / developing and enhancing a) the market risk 

department policies and procedures manual and b) the market risk management methodologies manual. 

The manual describes the principles of managing market risk, the responsibilities of the Risk Department, 

the procedures for setting/approving limits and limit excesses and other relevant procedures as well as 

the methodologies and assumptions used in measuring the market risk exposures for limit monitoring 

and reporting purposes. 

The Bank’s policy is that the Treasury department may take small ’trading’ positions in either the foreign 

exchange market, and/or the UK gilt market only (provided the trading book is within the de-minimis limit 

as expressed in the CRR). 

As such the role of the Treasury department is limited to managing the structure of the balance sheet, 

hedging foreign exchange and interest rate risk, and providing specific products to meet customer needs 

as required. As such the Bank’s market risk under Pillar 1 is limited to foreign exchange risk. 

The Bank’s policy regarding trading is not expected to change going forward. The Bank is in the process 

of automating and streamlining a number of monitoring processes within the Treasury department as 

well as within the Risk Department in order to improve the efficiency of the monitoring process. 

Interest rate risk in the banking book which includes the investment portfolio is examined and quantified 

under Pillar 2 where a stress test is used to quantify the impact of interest rate movements in the Banking 

Book. 

The Risk Department is responsible for reviewing annually and setting appropriate limits in line with the 

defined risk appetite of the Bank, covering foreign exchange limits (spot, forward, and swap), intra-day 
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and overnight open position limits by currency, gross forward limit, total net short position limit, 

permissible currencies, and permissible foreign exchange products. 

Under the requirements of CRD IV, the Bank has a Liquid Assets Buffer containing qualifying securities 

that are readily realisable.  This portfolio is designated AFS, and is therefore marked-to-market with 

movements in value accounted for within the investment revaluation reserve.  During the last year the 

Bank has added other securities to its investment portfolio that do not qualify for the Liquid Assets Buffer 

but do provide an additional source of liquidity. 

6.2.1 Interest rate risk 

Interest rate risk is the exposure of the Bank to adverse movements in interest rates; Interest rate risk 

arises from holding assets and liabilities, on and off-balance sheet exposures, with different maturity 

dates, for fixed rated products or re-pricing dates for floating rate products. 

Three sources of interest rate risk to earnings and economic value are considered: 

(a) Mismatches in the re-pricing characteristics of assets and liabilities; 

(b) Yield curve risk; and 

(c) Basis risk. 

The stress test on interest rate risk is analysed based on the FSA017 return which calculates the Net 

Present Value (NPV) sensitivities by re-pricing gap for +/-200bp parallel movements in the yield curve. 

The analysis calculates assets and liabilities re-pricing in specific time buckets. When fixed rate liabilities 

in a time bucket exceed fixed rate assets in the same bucket, a ‘negative gap‘ exists for that period, 

indicating that a rise in interest rates for that period would result in an increase in net interest income, 

while a fall in interest rates would result in a decrease in net interest income.  

The table below shows the impact on income of a 200 basis point rise or fall in the yield curve for all the 

main currencies held by the Bank: 

2020 

200 basis points 
increase £’000 

% of total capital 
resources 

200 basis points 
decrease £’000 

% of total capital 
resources 

(2,348) (3.1%) 2,810 3.7% 

The analysis presented includes all assets and liabilities in the banking book, which also includes the assets 

held under the investment portfolio. 

The Bank recognises that under the Pillar 2A assessment the capital impact over a 12 month period is 

calculated. In the case of the Interest Rate Risk, the Bank also recognises that even though the bonds 

(fixed rate) mature / re-price in periods over 12 months, any movement in interest rates will have an 

immediate impact on the value of the holdings, and for this reason the Bank considers the impact of an 

interest rate movement over the whole horizon. 

Basis risk arises from the fact that financial products may use different indices for pricing purposes and 

those indices may move differently and thus expose the Bank to a potential loss of income. An example 

is the assets earning interest based on the Bank’s own Base Rate, while customer deposits receiving 
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interest based on Libor Rates. An increase in Libor rates without a corresponding increase in Base rates 

would result in a squeeze to the Bank’s profitability. 

Yield curve risk relates to changes in the shape of the yield curve and their impact on the Bank’s 

profitability. 

The policy of the Bank is to price all retail/commercial placements/exposures at floating rates or at fixed 

rates for fixed periods on appropriate rollover dates. The Bank is currently in the process of reviewing 

various Asset and Liability systems so as to monitor and manage the structure of the Bank’s balance sheet 

and monitor the impact on Net Interest Income from changes in interest rates. 

In the meantime, the Bank is monitoring the average duration of the portfolio, on a day to day basis and 

the funding profile of the Bank. The Bank has a material exposure arising from movements in UK and US 

interest rates and as such it is monitoring market expectations on interest rates, and their impact on the 

Net Interest Income of the Bank. 

6.2.2 Foreign exchange risk 

Foreign exchange risk is that arising from: 

(i) Foreign exchange deals made on behalf of customers, where significant rate movements 

occur before currency positions are successfully matched; and 

(ii) The effect of exchange rate movements on the valuation of the Bank's balance sheet. 

Valuation risk arises from the US dollar profit and loss that is converted to sterling on a weekly basis. The 

potential impact is not considered material. 

The policy for the management of foreign exchange risk is set out in the Bank's Market Risk Policy, 

approved by the Asset and Liability Committee (ALCO) and ratified by the Board. It is submitted to the 

Board annually, or more frequently if required, for re-approval and/or amendment. 

Treasury constantly monitors the net open position, according to the procedures laid down in the 

Treasury Manual to ensure compliance with external and internal limits, and covers any such exposure 

through the use of outright forward foreign exchange contracts. 

Position Limits (Foreign Exchange) 

The risk appetite of the Bank has been defined and agreed by the Board as a maximum open long or short 

position in aggregate against GBP of up to £2.5m. 

In addition, maximum intra-day exposure limits are also defined for major currency crosses (up to £3m 

for US$ against sterling, Euros, Swiss francs or yen), other currencies (up to £0.5m) and in total (up to £5m 

for US$ against all currencies). These intra-day limits are only to facilitate the conducting of spot FX trades 

where for a short period of time the dealer is unable to simultaneously cover the customer’s order. They 

are not intended to provide proprietary trading positions. 

A long PKR position is used to facilitate branch remittances and covering nostro balances. 

There is no dealing in FX Futures, FX Options or Options on FX Futures transacted by the Bank 

The Board approves FX exposure limits. The ALCO delegates the day-to-day responsibility for the 

management of FX exposure to the Treasury Department. New product limits and new exposure limits 

are formulated at ALCO, recommended to, and sanctioned by the Board. 
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Foreign exchange positions are monitored on a daily basis. As mentioned above the Bank is currently 

examining ways of strengthening the monitoring and reporting process. 

Exposures created in foreign currency where customer funding is not available are covered through the 

use of foreign exchange swaps that are transacted by the Treasury Department. The Risk Department 

oversee the net open foreign exchange positions of the Bank to ensure they are within the Board’s risk 

appetite. 

As well as using derivatives to hedge foreign exchange exposure, the Bank takes exchange rate contract 

orders from customers and will cover these by entering into similar positions with third parties. 

6.3 Pension obligation risk 

The Bank operates a defined benefit scheme that has been closed to new members for more than 10 

years, and closed to future accrual from the start of 2010.   

The Bank’s defined benefit pension scheme had its last triennial valuation carried out in 2020. The 

valuation showed a £0.2m deficit as at 1 January 2020, based on the statutory funding objective basis as 

defined by the Pensions Act 2004. This was an improvement from the £0.3m deficit reported in the 

previous triennial valuation, carried out in 2017. With effect from February 2019, the Bank has been 

making regular monthly contributions into the scheme in order to eliminate this deficit. 

The FRS 102 valuation of the pension scheme’s assets and liabilities for the 2020 year-end has shown a 

£0.8m deficit, a deterioration from the £0.2m deficit reported at the end of 2019.  

 

6.4 Liquidity risk 

Liquidity risk is the risk that a company will encounter difficulty in meeting the obligations arising from its 

financial liabilities. 

The policy of the Bank is to always maintain sufficient liquidity to meet all known and likely demands 

which could be made upon it by its customers and ensure that such liquidity is available on a day to day 

basis.  In terms of ’survival period‘ (the amount of time that the Bank can operate during a period of stress 

before running out of liquidity resources), this should be no less than 3 months. 

 

The Bank’s approach to managing liquidity is to ensure, as far as possible, that it will always have sufficient 

liquidity to meet its liabilities when due, under both normal and stressed conditions, without incurring 

unacceptable losses or risking damage to the Bank’s reputation.   

 

The liquidity position of the Bank is monitored daily, and regular liquidity stress testing is conducted under 

a variety of scenarios covering both normal and more severe market conditions. 

 

The Bank’s Treasury Department is responsible for maintaining sufficient liquidity to meet the Bank’s 

obligations and to meet the specific liquidity requirements of the UK supervisory authorities.  The key 

measure used by the Bank for managing liquidity risk is the Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR). This shows the 

stressed behaviourally adjusted net outflow over a 30-day horizon. The position is compared with the 

amount of Liquid Asset Buffer (Hiqh Quality Liquid Assets or ‘HQLA’) held by the Bank to ensure that at 
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every point in time, the Bank has coverage no less than 100% of net outflows. At present there is no pillar 

1 requirement imposed on UK Banks for maintaining a minimum Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR). 

However, the Bank also informally tracks this measure as an additional liquidity monitoring technique. 

 

The Bank has undertaken an internal liquidity assessment under the Internal Liquidity Adequacy 

Assessment Process (ILAAP). The assessment involves modelling the cash flows for specific scenarios 

including:       

1. A firm specific stress test showing the impact of Bank-specific scenarios, such as damage to 

reputation; 

2. A market-wide stress test showing the impact of adverse market conditions; and 

3. A combined scenario for both firm specific and market stress test. 

 

The stress tests consider a one-year horizon and identify the impacts at intervals of 1 month and 3 month. 

This will be used to assess the Bank’s survival period both before and after management actions to 

address shortfalls in liquidity requirements. 

 

As one of the objectives of the overall liquidity adequacy is ensuring that the Bank has a prudent funding 

profile, assumptions are made about the behaviour of depositors and borrowers within each stress 

scenario in order to calculate the resulting cash flows.  The outcome from the model is a detailed liquidity 

profile under each scenario, which analyses the impact on the balance sheet and other key metrics 

resulting from the individual stress scenarios.  Key pressure points are identified, and the amount of liquid 

assets necessary to ensure at least a 3-month survival period is calculated from the results. 

 

In the unlikely event of a liquidity crisis the Treasury Department would immediately invoke the 

contingency funding plan which includes selling the Bank’s liquid asset buffer securities, or if more 

expedient, seeking additional funds from the shareholders or borrowing in the market to alleviate the 

shortfall. 

The Bank is funded mainly from retail deposits and shareholder funds.  The Bank is not dependent on 

funding from the wholesale market, but may use interbank funding from time to time to provide 

additional funding when required. 

The parent banks have confirmed their support to the Bank if there is a requirement for emergency 

funding.  Full details of the Bank’s liquidity risk management are contained in its ILAAP document. 

6.5 Regulatory risk 

Regulatory risk is the risk to earnings, capital and reputation associated with a failure to comply with an 

increasing array of regulatory requirements and expectations from banking regulators. Regulatory risk 

governance begins at the Board level and cascades throughout the organisation. The Bank, through its 

compliance and audit functions, both ensures and assures there is adherence to the applicable regulatory 

requirements, and the resources required for effective compliance are adequate and competent. This 

ensures regulatory risk is minimised. The Bank is regulated by the PRA and FCA and is subject to EBA 

reporting requirements as implemented by the approved authorities. 
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6.6 Operational risk (including Conduct) 

Operational risk is the risk of loss arising from inadequate or failed internal processes, systems and people, 

or from external events. 

The key risk categories of operational risk faced by the Bank are summarised below: 

Non-Financial Risks Definitions:  
Risks of financial loss, reputational damage or customer detriment arising from… 

Governance Risk Insufficient or inadequate governance arrangements to appropriately 
identify and manage risks, leading to customer or staff detriment, 
unmanaged conflicts of interest or regulatory exposure. It includes the risk 
of inappropriate culture and values. Despite their nature being 
predominantly related with governance, governance around suppliers, 
business strategy, IT estate strategy, recording keeping, management of 
change and business continuity are considered within each respective 
associated category. 

IT, Information Security 
and Data Protection 
Risks (including Cyber-
Crime Risk, Disaster 
Recovery Risk and 
Business Continuity Risk) 

 IT systems (i.e., hardware, software, network or telecoms) failure, as well 
as inadequate systems backup, disaster recovery arrangements, 
maintenance and identification of relevant technological developments 
or any other system failures. 

 Failure to prevent or detect unauthorised access or use of confidential, 
customer, staff or firm data or information. 

 Accidental or deliberate loss, misuse, alteration or disclosure of 
information. 

 Unauthorised or inappropriate access to information or systems. 
 Cybersecurity failures as a result of actions facilitated through network. 
 Weak operational resilience, i.e., inability to absorb shocks while 

continuing to provide critical function. It encompasses the risk of failure 
of critical activities or system and the ability to absorb operational shocks 
caused by the risks above or any other risks. 

Regulatory and 
Macroeconomic External 
Risk (includes 
Environmental Risk) 

Non-compliance with laws and regulations or failure to identify threats 
arising from macroeconomic and other external risks, such as environmental 
risk. It does not include:  
 
1) Money Laundering, Sanctions and Bribery and Corruption as these are 
included in Financial Crime; 
2) Product design, advice and sales practice, which are covered by Product 
Risk; 3) Data Protection risks, except when these involve regulatory breaches, 
covered in IT, Information Security and Data Protection Risks.  

Financial Crime Risk 
(excluding Cyber-Crime 
Risk) 

Fraud (i.e., dishonest behaviour with the intent to make a gain or cause a loss 
to others, whether perpetrated by internal or external parties); failure to 
comply with Sanctions regulations; failure to prevent involvement with 
money laundering activities; or failure to effectively prevent bribery and 
corruption. It does not include cyber-crime or unauthorised access. 

Premises and Physical 
Security Risk 

Accidental or deliberate access or damage to physical assets (premises and 
other infrastructures); or health and safety issues. 

People Risk Inadequate human resources strategy, policies and procedures. This includes 
issues such as inadequacy of: compensation schemes; staff training and 
development; succession plans; staff recruitment and retention, 
employment laws and regulation, and trade union relations. It does not 
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include workplace conditions, such as: health and safety (of staff and 
visitors). 

Finance Risk Material misstatement, model risk (e.g. provisioning) or omission of financial 
or regulatory reporting or the mismanagement of tax. 
  

Suppliers Risk  (incl. 
Outsourcing Risk) 

Service provided by internal and external suppliers not aligning with our 
internal policies or regulatory requirements. This includes outsourcing risks. 

Process Risk Mismanagement of processes, including payments, Distribution 
Management, Post-Sales and Service and Market Conduct. 

Legal Risk Failures in managing legal risks (inadequate information regarding contracts, 
claims, documentation, intellectual property, etc.). 

Product Risk Failures in the design, distribution or proposition of the products and services 
we offer to the customers. 

Strategic Risk Poor strategic decisions. This  includes, but it is not limited, the risks of 
pursuing inadequate business (business risk) and the risk of holding 
insufficient regulatory and economic capital to withstand the risks arising 
from that business. 

Change Risk Mismanagement of change. 
Conduct Risk The risk of customers, staff and other stakeholders suffering detriment as a 

result of our business activities not being appropriately delivered. This is part 
of Operational Risk within the UBL UK taxonomy 

6.7 Reputational risk 

Risk of loss (revenue loss; increased operating, capital or regulatory costs; destruction of brand value) 

resulting from damages to a firm's reputation arising from adverse information made public (whether or 

not that information is valid or not). 

The CEO is the owner of reputational risk. All business strategy and decisions taken by the Bank assess 

risk of reputational damage, especially in activities that could cause customer, staff or other stakeholder 

detriment. 

 

6.8 Other risks 

6.8.1 Insurance 

The Bank maintains insurance with the aim of reducing the monetary impact of operational losses.  The 

level and nature of insurance maintained is assessed by management on a timely basis to ensure it is 

adequate to protect the Bank’s financial resources. 

Whilst insurance should protect the financial resources of the Bank, consideration is also given to the 

following: 

(i) The financial strength of the insurer; 

(ii) The time taken for an insurer to pay claims which may be detrimental to the capital 

resources of the Bank;  

(iii) The effect of any limiting conditions and exclusion clauses; and 

(iv) The impact of self-insurance and claims in excess of the policy terms. 
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6.8.2 Strategic/ Business risk 

This is the risk arising from changes in the Bank’s business, including the risk that the Bank may not be 

able to carry out its business plan and its desired strategy including the risks arising from the Bank’s 

remuneration policy. 

In order to mitigate this risk, performance against strategic plans and budgets is monitored at the 

Executive Committee’s meetings on a monthly basis. Any material deviations from the agreed business 

plans are investigated and appropriate management actions are taken promptly. 

6.8.3 Financial crime and anti-money laundering risk 

The requirement for a risk-based strategy 

The Money Laundering Regulations 2007 require all UK banks and other regulated firms to assess their 

money laundering/terrorist financing risks and determine how they will be managed.  The FCA also 

requires that in accordance with senior management responsibilities and corporate governance 

requirements, all regulated financial services firms must conduct and document an AML/CTF risk 

assessment. 

 The level of inherent risk within any bank or financial institution is determined through the consideration 

of a range of factors including: 

 The nature of its ownership and regulatory status. 

 Its customer, product and activity profiles.  

 Its distribution channels. 

 The complexity and volume of its transactions. 

 Its processes and systems. 

 Its operating environment 

All banks must be able to demonstrate to the FCA as their Supervisory Authority the appropriateness of 

the measures introduced to manage their perceived risks. Consequently, UBL UK’s risk-based strategy has 

been documented as part of its anti-money laundering policies and controls. 

UBL UK’s risk-based strategy 

UBL UK’s risk-based strategy includes: 

 Assessing the Bank’s vulnerabilities to money laundering and terrorist financing: 

 Assessing the risk that is posed by the Bank’s products and services, including their characteristics, 

the way they are delivered and how they are used. 

 Assessing what risk is posed by the Bank’s customers, including the means by which the customer 

is acquired, who the Bank’s customers are, where they are located, their organisational structure 

and what they do. 

 Designing and implementing controls and procedures to manage and mitigate the money 

laundering and terrorist financing risks that have been determined, paying particular attention to 

the factors that have been assessed as presenting higher levels of risk: 

 Applying increased levels of customer due diligence and monitoring to reflect increasing levels of 

risk; 
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 Monitoring a customer’s instructions, transactions and activity in their accounts against known 

and expected behaviour and characteristics; 

 Monitoring transactions against HM Treasury Consolidated Financial Sanctions List, OFAC and EU; 

 Recording the results of the risk assessment and the controls that have been put in place; and 

 Regularly monitoring and reviewing the Bank’s risks and keeping this information relevant and up 

to date.  

 

6.8.4 Exposures to securitisation positions and equities not in the trading book 

The Bank does not have any securitisation positions and does not hold any equities, and therefore these 

specific risks are not currently applicable to the Bank. 

7 Leverage Ratio 

 

The leverage ratio was introduced under the Basel III reforms as a simple, transparent, non-risk based 

ratio intended to restrict the build-up of leverage in the banking sector to avoid distressed deleveraging 

processes that can damage the broader financial system and the economy.  

It is defined as the ratio of Tier 1 capital to the total exposure measure and applies an equal weighting to 

all assets regardless of their risk. 

The leverage framework is emerging in the UK, with a preliminary target level set by the BCBS that banks 

should hold a minimum leverage ratio of 3%. The Bank’s leverage ratio of 12.55% as at 31st December 

2020 (2019 – 15.51%), demonstrates a low appetite for excessive leverage. 

The tables below follow the Commission Implementing Regulations (EU) 2017/200 format for Leverage 

Ratio disclosure. In the tables below, the lines/rows that are not applicable to the Bank have not been 

included.  

Table LRSum: Summary reconciliation of accounting assets and leverage 
ratio exposures 

  

  
Applicable Amount 
(in £ ‘000s) 

Total assets as per published financial statements 606,163 

Adjustments for derivative financial instruments 1,416 

Adjustment for securities financing transactions (SFTs) 0 

Adjustment for off-balance sheet items (i.e. conversion to credit equivalent 
amounts of off-balance sheet exposures) 

265 

Other adjustments -3,377 

Leverage ratio total exposure measure 604,467 
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Table LRCom: Leverage ratio common disclosure     

      
CRR leverage 
ratio 
exposures 

      (in £ ‘000s) 

On-balance sheet exposures (excluding derivatives and SFTs)     

1 
On-balance sheet items (excluding derivatives, SFTs and fiduciary 
assets, but including collateral) 

602,786 

2 (Asset amounts deducted in determining Tier 1 capital)   - 

3 = 1+2 
Total on-balance sheet exposures (excluding derivatives, 
SFTs and fiduciary assets) 

  602,786 

Derivative exposures     

4 
Replacement cost associated with all derivatives transactions (ie 
net of eligible cash variation margin) 

264 

5 
Add-on amounts for PFE associated with all derivatives 
transactions (mark-to-market method) 

1,152 

11 = 4+5 Total derivatives exposures   1,416 

SFT exposures     

12 
Gross SFT assets (with no recognition of netting), after adjusting 
for sales accounting transactions 

0 

16 = 12 Total securities financing transaction exposures   0 

Other off-balance sheet exposures     

17 Off-balance sheet exposures at gross notional amount   265 

18 Adjustments for conversion to credit equivalent amounts)   0 

19=17+18 Other off-balance sheet exposures   265 

Capital and total exposure measure     

20 Tier 1 capital   75,844 

21 = 3+11+16+19 Leverage ratio total exposure measure   604,467 

Leverage ratio     

22 = 20/21 Leverage ratio   12.55% 
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Table LRCom: Leverage ratio common disclosure     

      
CRR leverage ratio 
exposures 

      (in £ ‘000s) 

On-balance sheet exposures (excluding derivatives and SFTs)     

1 
On-balance sheet items (excluding derivatives, SFTs and fiduciary 
assets, but including collateral) 

602,786 

2 (Asset amounts deducted in determining Tier 1 capital)   - 

3 = 1+2 
Total on-balance sheet exposures (excluding derivatives, SFTs 
and fiduciary assets) 

  602,786 

Derivative exposures     

4 
Replacement cost associated with all derivatives transactions (ie net 
of eligible cash variation margin) 

264 

5 
Add-on amounts for PFE associated with all derivatives transactions 
(mark-to-market method) 

1,152 

11 = 4+5 Total derivatives exposures   1,416 

SFT exposures     

12 
Gross SFT assets (with no recognition of netting), after adjusting for 
sales accounting transactions 

0 

16 = 12 Total securities financing transaction exposures   0 

Other off-balance sheet exposures     

17 Off-balance sheet exposures at gross notional amount   265 

18 Adjustments for conversion to credit equivalent amounts)   0 

19=17+18 Other off-balance sheet exposures   265 

Capital and total exposure measure     

20 Tier 1 capital   75,844 
21 = 
3+11+16+1
9 

Leverage ratio total exposure measure   604,467 

Leverage ratio     

22 = 20/21 Leverage ratio   12.55% 
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Table LRSpl: Split-up of on balance sheet exposures (excluding derivatives, SFTs and exempted 
exposures) 

  
CRR leverage ratio 
exposures 

  (in £ ‘000s) 

Total on-balance sheet exposures (excluding derivatives, SFTs, and 
exempted exposures), of which: 

602,786 

Trading book exposures 0 

Banking book exposures, of which: 602,786 

Exposures treated as sovereigns 135,867 

Exposures to regional governments, MDB, international organisations and PSE not 
treated as sovereigns 

0 

Institutions 51,965 

Secured by mortgages of immovable properties 300,661 

Retail exposures 822 

Corporate 70,742 

Exposures in default 8,681 

Other exposures (e.g. equity, securitisations, and other non-credit obligation assets) 34,049 

 

Table LRSpl: Split-up of on balance sheet exposures (excluding derivatives, SFTs and exempted 
exposures) 

  
CRR leverage ratio 
exposures 

  (in £ ‘000s) 

Total on-balance sheet exposures (excluding derivatives, SFTs, and exempted 
exposures), of which: 

602,786 

Trading book exposures 0 

Banking book exposures, of which: 602,786 

Exposures treated as sovereigns 135,867 

Exposures to regional governments, MDB, international organisations and PSE not 
treated as sovereigns 

0 

Institutions 51,965 

Secured by mortgages of immovable properties 300,661 

Retail exposures 822 

Corporate 70,742 

Exposures in default 8,681 

Other exposures (e.g. equity, securitisations, and other non-credit obligation assets) 34,049 
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Table LRQua: Free format text boxes for disclosure on qualitative items 

Description of the processes used to manage the 
risk of excessive leverage 

The level of leverage is actively monitored and 
assessed alongside capital and liquidity ratios, as 
described in Section 5. 

Description of the factors that had an impact on 
the leverage Ratio during the period to which the 
disclosed leverage Ratio refers 

The principal factor affecting the Bank’s leverage 
ratio during the period have been the level of 
deposits received, and the lending of these funds 
to corporates and institutions, and purchase of 
securities. 

 

8 Asset Encumbrance 

 

An asset is treated as encumbered if it has been pledged or if it is subject to any form of arrangement to 

secure, collateralise or credit enhance any on-balance-sheet or off-balance-sheet transaction from which 

it cannot be freely withdrawn. 

The Pillar 3 asset encumbrance disclosure templates, shown below, have been compiled in accordance 

with PRA and EBA regulatory reporting requirements, specifically the PRA’s supervisory statement 

SS11/14 (‘CRD IV: Compliance with the EBA’s Guidelines on the disclosure of encumbered and 

unencumbered assets’). In accordance with the threshold criteria under SS11/14, the Bank is not required 

to report Template B on the fair value of encumbered and unencumbered collateral received. 

Template A 

  

Carrying 
amount of 

encumbered 
assets (£m) 

Fair value of 
encumbered 
assets (£m) 

Carrying 
amount of 

unencumbered 
assets (£m) 

Fair value of 
unencumbered 

assets (£m) 

Assets of the reporting institution 0.0 0.0 608.0 145.5  

Loans on demand   98.6   

Equity instruments       

Debt securities   160.9 145.5 

Other assets     34.0   

Loans and advances other than on demand     314.5   
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9 Remuneration 

9.1 Remuneration governance and decision making 

The Human Resources, Appointments and Remuneration Committee (HRARC) is responsible for the 

oversight of remuneration policies within the Bank.  The Committee is chaired by an independent non-

executive director (INED), and consists of the Bank’s other INED and non-executive directors.  The main 

objectives of the Committee are: 

 

 Ensure that the Bank is in compliance with all relevant employment law 

 Decide on total remuneration and benefits for senior staff and Executive Directors. 
 

The Bank operates a discretionary bonus scheme that is related to both the Bank’s and individual’s 

performance.  Performance of the Bank is judged against financial targets agreed by the Board at the start 

of the year, as well as regulatory compliance, and the prompt implementation of agreed Internal Audit 

recommendations.  Individuals’ performance is assessed during an annual appraisal, and is dependent on 

the achievement of objectives set at the start of the year.  

The allocation of the bonus pool is determined by senior Management in consultation with line managers.  

The bonus allocated to members of the Executive Committee is agreed by the Chairman of the HR 

Committee and the CEO. 

9.2 Performance and reward 

The Bank’s policy when determining remuneration arrangements is to ensure that there is a clear and 

identifiable link between reward and performance by combining a number of remuneration components.  

This ensures an appropriate and balanced remuneration package that reflects the business unit, the 

employee’s rank in the Bank and professional activity as well as market practice.  

The five remuneration components are:  

1) Fixed remuneration: This is determined on the basis of the role of the individual employee, 

including responsibility and job complexity, experience, performance and market conditions. 

2) Performance based remuneration: This remuneration is awarded in a manner which 

promotes sound risk management and does not induce excessive risk-taking.  It motivates 

and rewards high performers who strengthen long-term customer relations, improve the 

Bank’s performance and generate income and shareholder value. The Bank operates a 

discretionary non-contractual salary increase and annual bonus schemes. In deciding whether 

to make any payments under the schemes, the Bank takes into account its own financial 

results, its assessment of an individual’s contribution towards those results, its assessment of 

their overall conduct and performance during the course of the year and such other factors 

as it considers relevant.  

3) Guaranteed variable pay: This related to employee compensation that does not become a 

permanent part of salary and it may vary in amount from period to period and is subject to 

performance adjustment requirements. 

4) Pension schemes. 

5) Other benefits such as severance payment or compromise agreements. 
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The table below shows the remuneration charged to the profit and loss account during 2020: 

Staff Remuneration 
Average No. 

of employees 
Fixed (£s) Variable (£s) Total (£s) 

Approved persons, senior management 
and risk-takers 

22 2,436,632 49,905 2,486,537 

Staff whose activities do not have a 
material impact upon the Bank’s risk 
profile 

77 3,633,086 25,408 3,658,494 

Total 99 6,069,718 75,313 6,145,031 

No individual received more than £1million in remuneration during 2020. 

The remuneration paid in 2020 was in respect of the principal activities of the Bank, which is retail and 

wholesale banking. The Bank’s remuneration policy is in line with the requirements outlined in the 

remuneration section of the PRA rulebook. 
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Appendix I Declaration 

 

Board Risk and Compliance Committee Declaration 

The Board is responsible for reviewing the effectiveness of the Bank’s risk management arrangements 

and systems of financial and internal control. These are designed to manage rather than eliminate the 

risks of not achieving business objectives, and as such, offer reasonable but not absolute assurance 

against fraud, material misstatement and loss. 

The Board considers that it has in place adequate systems and controls with regard to the Bank’s profile 

and strategy and an appropriate array of assurance mechanisms, properly resourced and skilled, to avoid 

or minimise loss. 
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Appendix II – Risk Statement 

 

Board Approved Risk Statement 

The Bank’s Risk Appetite Statement (RAS) is a fundamental tenet of the risk culture of the Bank, defining 

the boundaries of acceptable risk taking and the risk management framework that supports it, within the 

context of the Bank's overall strategic goals. Risk Appetite informs, and is in turn informed by, the Bank's 

strategy and is also a key process in the ICAAP Framework and it has strong links to the recovery triggers 

in the Bank's Recovery and Resolution Plan.  

The RAS is outlined in the context of a Material Risk Assessment as at the year-end 2020 identifying the 

Bank’s material risks from which a series of qualitative statements and quantitative metrics were agreed 

to facilitate the monitoring of these risks. The qualitative statements describe the risks that the Bank is 

willing to accept, or tolerate, in pursuit of its strategic objectives. The quantitative metrics establish 

specific limits, ceilings, floors and in some cases ranges. Both the qualitative statements and the 

quantitative metrics make up the Bank's RAS and are articulated in a range of key risk indicators (KRIs).  A 

breach of a qualitative statement of Risk Appetite will be escalated and acted upon in the same manner 

as breach of a quantitative metric. 

Key Risk Indicators 

KRIs are constructed in order to determine the overall status of each material risk area and these KRIs are 

measured in conjunction with one another to determine whether or not the bank is operating within its 

defined risk appetite. The key broad areas covered by the KRIs are as listed below: 

 Business (including financials),   

 Market ,  

 People, 

 Operational, 

 Conduct and Culture, 

 Compliance, 

 Credit, 

 Capital,  and 

 Liquidity and Funding. 

Monitoring Process 

Adherence to the RAS is monitored and reported on a monthly basis to the Risk Committee. Business 

owners are responsible for: 

 ensuring full awareness of the various KRIs;  

 the accuracy and integrity of any and all information they input into the Bank’s various systems; 

 ensuring that all limits/metrics captured within each relevant KRI are respected; and  

 providing early notification should any limit/metric be in risk of breach.  

The KRIs are monitored on an ongoing basis by the respective individuals, departments and committees, 

and reported on a monthly basis to the MRC and quarterly to the BRCC. Exceptions (i.e. breaches of risk 
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limits or watch triggers) are reported immediately to the CRO, and escalated immediately for action to 

the management team and reported to the Board based on specified internal procedure.  
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Appendix III EBA Regulatory capital balance sheet reconciliation 

 
  Balance Sheet Item Regulatory Capital¹ Ref. 

Assets £ £   

Deferred Tax -   

Intangible assets 

of which: Deducted from Tier 1 capital  

638,479 

 (638,479)  a 

Loans and advances 371,849,345   

of which:  gross provisions eligible for Tier 2 capital  192,412 b 

Total Assets 606,162,522     

        

Liabilities       

Subordinated Loan capital -     

of which: included in Tier 2 capital   - c 

Total Liabilities  530,050,039     

        

Equity       

Called up share capital 45,000,000     

of which: amount eligible for equity tier 1 capital   45,000,000 d 

       

Revaluation reserves  9,359,486     

of which: Other comprehensive income  12,462,475   
of which: Investment revaluation reserve -3,102,989   

of which: amount eligible for tier 1 capital    9,359,486  e 

 

Retained earnings  21,752,997      

of which: dividend payable   (0) f 

of which: amount eligible for tier 1 capital    21,752,997 g 

Total Equity 76,112,483     

Total Liabilities and Equity 606,162,522     

        

Share capital   45,000,000  d 

Retained Earnings   21,752,997  g 

Accumulated other comprehensive income      9,359,486  e 

Less  

Intangible and deferred tax assets  (638,479)  a 

Common Equity Tier 1 capital   75,474,004    

Subordinated loans eligible as tier 2 capital         -  c 

Standardised approach general credit risk adjustment eligible as tier 2 capital     192,412  b 

Tier 2 capital   192,412   

Total Capital   75,666,416   
1. The regulatory capital figures above differ from the amounts reported to the PRA as at 31 December as the total above includes profits for the year and 

intangibles which are not included in the amounts reported to the PRA until such time as the financial statements for the subject year are approved. 
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Appendix IV Expanded Risks faced by the Bank 

 
 RISK Definition  Applicable Risk 

Impact 

Credit Risk The risk of negative effects on the financial results and capital 
of the Bank caused by borrower’s default on its obligations. 

Yes High 

Financial Crime Ensuring that the Bank is not used for the purposes of money 
laundering or funding terrorism with the ensuing risk of 
regulatory censure, fine or personal prosecution. Also ensuring 
that the Bank does not suffer loss due to theft or frauds 
committed against it either by internal or external parties. 

Yes High 

Liquidity Risk The risk of negative effects on the financial result and capital of 
the Bank caused by the Bank’s inability to meet all its 
obligations as they fall due – i.e. it runs out of cash to pay its’ 
creditors. 

Yes High 

Interest Rate Risk The risk of negative effects on the financial result and capital of 
the Bank caused by changes in interest rates. If we are lending 
at fixed rate and funding that lending through variable rate 
funds which than increase as a result of market movements to 
more than the lending rate – we make a loss. 

Yes High 

Foreign Exchange 
Risk 

The risk of negative effects on the financial result and capital 
caused by changes in exchange rates.  

Yes High 

Market Risk The risk of change in the market price of securities held in the 
book pending sale, financial derivatives or commodities traded 
or tradable in the market. If their value goes down below what 
we paid for them, then we may face a loss 

Yes High 

Country Risk Risks relating to the country of origin of the entity to which a 
bank is exposed (country risk) is the risk of negative effects on 
the financial result and capital of the Bank due to Bank’s 
inability to collect claims from such entity for reasons arising 
from political, economic or social conditions in such entity’s 
country of origin. Country risk includes political and economic 
risk, and transfer risk.  

Yes High 

Operational Risk The risk of negative effects on the financial result and capital 
caused by omissions in the work of employees, inadequate 
internal procedures and processes, inadequate management of 
information and other systems (IT), and unforeseeable external 
events. We lose money if someone does something careless or 
does not follow policy / procedure or our IT systems are 
inadequate. 

Yes High 

Legal  Risk The risk of loss caused by penalties or sanctions originating 
from court disputes due to breach of contractual and legal 
obligations with our clients, and penalties and sanctions 
pronounced by our regulators (FCA / PRA). 

Yes Medium 

Reputational Risk The risk that due to poor behaviour the Bank’s reputation is 
damaged resulting in losses caused by a negative impact on its’ 
market position, such as a run on deposits. 

Yes Medium 

Conduct Risk The risk of not providing fair customer outcomes, or to behave 
with integrity in any of its business dealings. This is meant to 
ensure that the Bank has proper systems, controls and 
governance from the Board of Directors down. 

Yes Medium 

Strategic Risk The risk of loss caused by a lack of a long-term development 
component in the Bank’s business model, lack of realistic 
budgets and having the right management team to deliver it. 

Yes Medium 
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Regulatory Risk The risk of breaching regulations resulting in fine and 
reputational damage.   

Yes High 

Appendix V Capital Instruments main features template 

 CET1 

1 Issuer United National Bank Limited 

2 Unique identifier (e.g. CUSIP, ISN or Bloomberg identifier for private 

placement) 

Private placement 

3 Governing law(s) of the instrument English Law 

Regulatory Treatment 

4 Transitional CRR rules CET 1 

5 Post-transitional CRR rules CET 1 

6 Eligible at solo/(sub-)consolidated/ solo and (sub-)consolidated Solo 

7 Instrument type (types to be specified by each jurisdiction) Common Equity 

8 Amount recognised in regulatory capital (currency in million, as of 

most recent reporting date) 

£45m 

9 Nominal amount of instrument £1 

9a Issue price £1 

9b Redemption price Not applicable 

10 Accounting classification Shareholders’ equity 

11 Original date of issuance £30,000,000 ‘A’ Class 9 November, 

2001 

£15,000,000 ‘A’ Class 23 October 2014 

12 Perpetual or dated Perpetual 

13 Original maturity date Not applicable 

14 Issuer call subject to prior supervisory approval No 

15 Optional call date, contingent call dates and redemption amount Not applicable 

16 Subsequent call dates, if applicable Not applicable 

Coupons/dividends 

17 Fixed or floating dividend/coupon Floating 

18 Coupon rate and any related index Not applicable 

19 Existence of a dividend stopper No 

20a Fully discretionary, partial discretionary or mandatory 

(in terms of timing) 

Fully discretionary 

20b Fully discretionary, partial discretionary or mandatory 

(in terms of amount) 

Fully discretionary 

21 Existence of step up or other incentive to redeem No 

22 Non-cumulative or cumulative Non-cumulative 

23 Convertible or non-convertible Non-convertible 

24 If convertible, conversion trigger(s) Not applicable 

25 If convertible, fully or partially Not applicable 

26 If convertible, conversion rate Not applicable 

27 If convertible, mandatory or optional conversion Not applicable 

28 If convertible, specify instrument type convertible into Not applicable 

29 If convertible, specify issuer of instrument it converts into Not applicable 

30 Write-down features No 

31 If write-down, write-down trigger(s) Not applicable 

32 If write-down, full or partial Not applicable 

33 If write-down, permanent or temporary Not applicable 

34 If temporary write-down, description of write-up mechanism Not applicable 

35 Position in subordination hierarchy in liquidation All liabilities 
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(specify instrument type immediately senior to instrument) 

36 Non-compliant transitioned features No 

37 If yes, specify non-compliant features Not applicable 

 

Appendix VI Own funds disclosure 

The following Own Funds disclosure aims to reflect the capital position of the Bank. 

 Common Equity Tier 1 capital: instruments and 

reserves 

(A) Amount at 

disclosure date 

(£000) 

(B) Regulation (EU) No 

575/2013 Article reference 

1 Capital instruments and the related share premium 

accounts 

45,000  

 of which: ordinary share capital  26 (1), 27, 28, 29, EBA 

list 26 (3) 

 of which: instrument type 2  list 26 (3) 

 of which: instrument type 3  list 26 (3) 

2 Retained earnings 21,753 26 (1) (c) 

3 Accumulated other comprehensive income (and other 

reserves, to include unrealised gains and 

losses under the applicable accounting standards) 

9,359 26 (1) 

3a Funds for general banking risk  26 (1) (f) 

4 Amount of qualifying items referred to in Article 484 (3) 

and the related share premium accounts subject to 

phase out from CET1 

 486 (2) 

 Public sector capital injections grandfathered until 1 

January 2020 

 483 (2) 

5 Minority interests (amount allowed in consolidated 

CET1) 

 84, 479, 480 

5a Independently reviewed interim profits net of any 

foreseeable charge or dividend 

 26 (2) 

6 Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) capital before regulatory 

adjustments 

76,112  

7 Additional value adjustments (negative amount)  34, 105 

8 Intangible assets (net of related tax liability) (negative 

amount) 

(638) 36 (1) (b), 37, 472 (4) 

9 Empty Set in the EU   

10 Deferred tax assets that rely on future profitability 

excluding those arising from temporary 

differences (net of related tax liability where the 

conditions in Article 38 (3) are met) (negative amount) 

 36 (1) (c), 38, 472 (5) 

11 Fair value reserves related to gains or losses on cash 

flow hedges 

 33 (a) 

12 Negative amounts resulting from the calculation of 

expected loss amounts 

 36 (1) (d), 40, 159, 472 (6) 

13 Any increase in equity that results from securitised 

assets (negative amount) 

 32 (1) 

14 Gains or losses on liabilities valued at fair value resulting 

from changes in own credit standing 

 33 (b) 

15 Defined-benefit pension fund assets (negative amount)  36 (1) (e), 41, 472 (7) 
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 Common Equity Tier 1 capital: instruments and 

reserves 

(A) Amount at 

disclosure date 

(£000) 

(B) Regulation (EU) No 

575/2013 Article reference 

16 Direct and indirect holdings by an institution of own 

CET1 instruments (negative amount) 

 36 (1) (f), 42, 472 (8) 

17 Holdings of the CET1 instruments of financial sector 

entities where those entities have reciprocal cross 

holdings with the institution designed to inflate 

artificially the own funds of the institution (negative 

amount) 

 36 (1) (g), 44, 472 (9) 

18 Direct and indirect holdings by the institution of the 

CET1 instruments of financial sector entities 

where the institution does not have a significant 

investment in those entities (amount above the 

10% threshold and net of eligible short positions) 

(negative amount) 

 36 (1) (h), 43, 45, 46, 49 

(2) (3), 79, 472 (10) 

19 Direct, indirect and synthetic holdings by the institution 

of CET1 instruments of financial sector 

entities where the institution has a significant 

investment in those entities (amount above 10% 

threshold and net of eligible short positions) (negative 

amount) 

 36 (1) (i), 43, 45, 47, 48 

(1) (b), 49 (1) to (3), 79, 

470, 472 (11) 

20 Empty Set in the EU   

20a Exposure amount of the following items which qualify 

for a RW of 1250%, where the institution 

opts for the deduction alternative 

 36 (1) (k) 

20b of which: qualifying holdings outside the financial sector 

(negative amount) 

 36 (1) (k) (i), 89 to 91 

20c of which: securitisation positions (negative amount)  36 (1) (k) (ii), 243 (1) (b), 

244 (1) (b), 258 

20d of which: free deliveries (negative amount)  36 (1) 9k) (iii), 379 (3) 

21 Deferred tax assets arising from temporary differences 

(amount above 10% threshold, net of related 

tax liability where the conditions in 38 (3) are met) 

(negative amount) 

 36 (1) (c), 38, 48 (1) (a), 

470, 472 (5) 

22 Amount exceeding the 15% threshold (negative 

amount) 

 48 (1) 

23 of which: direct and indirect holdings by the institution 

of the CET1 instruments of financial sector entities 

where the institution has a significant investment in 

those entities 

 36 (1) (i), 48 (1) (b), 470, 

472 (11) 

24 Empty Set in the EU   

25 of which: deferred tax assets arising from temporary 

differences 

 36 (1) (c), 38, 48 (1) (a), 

470, 472 (5) 

25a Losses for the current financial year (negative amount)  36 (1) (a), 472 (3) 

25b Foreseeable tax changes relating to CET1 items 

(negative amount) 

 36 (1) (l) 

26 Regulatory adjustments applied to Common Equity Tier 

1 in respect of amounts subject to pre-CRR 

treatment 

  

26a Regulatory adjustments relating to unrealised gains and 

losses pursuant to Articles 467 to 468 

  

 of which: filter for unrealised loss 1  467 

 of which: filter for unrealised loss 2  467 
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 Common Equity Tier 1 capital: instruments and 

reserves 

(A) Amount at 

disclosure date 

(£000) 

(B) Regulation (EU) No 

575/2013 Article reference 

 of which: filter for unrealised gain 1  468 

 of which: filter for unrealised gain 2  468 

26b Amount to be deducted from or added to Common 

Equity Tier 1 capital with regard to additional 

filters and deductions required pre CRR 

 481 

 of which:  481 

27 Qualifying AT1 deductions that exceed the AT1 capital 

of the institution (negative amount) 

 36 (1) (j) 

28 Total regulatory adjustments to Common Equity Tier 1 

(CET1) 

(638)  

29 Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) capital 75,474  

30 Capital instruments and the related share premium 

accounts 

 51, 52 

31 of which: classified as equity under applicable 

accounting standards 

  

32 of which: classified as liabilities under applicable 

accounting standards 

  

33 Amount of qualifying items referred to in Article 484 (4) 

and the related share premium accounts 

subject to phase out from AT1 

 486 (3) 

 Public sector capital injections grandfathered until 1 

January 2020 

 483 (3) 

34 Qualifying Tier capital included in consolidated AT1 

capital (including minority interests not 

included in row 5) issued by subsidiaries and held by 

third parties 

 85, 86, 480 

35 of which: instruments issued by subsidiaries subject to 

phase out 

 486 (3) 

36 Additional Tier 1 (AT1) capital before regulatory 

adjustments 

  

37 Direct and indirect holdings by an institution of own AT1 

instruments (negative amount) 

 52 (1) (b), 56 (a), 57, 

475 (2) 

38 Holdings of the AT1 instruments of financial sector 

entities where those entities have reciprocal 

cross holdings with the institution designed to inflate 

artificially the own funds of the institution 

(negative amount) 

 56 (b), 58, 475 (3) 

39 Direct and indirect holdings of the AT1 instruments of 

financial sector entities where the institution 

does not have a significant investment in those entities 

(amount above the 10% threshold and net 

of eligible short positions) (negative amount) 

 56 (c), 59, 60, 79, 475 (4) 

40 Direct and indirect holdings by the institution of the AT1 

instruments of financial sector entities 

where the institution has a significant investment in 

those entities (amount above the 10% 

threshold net of eligible short positions) (negative 

amount) 

 56 (d), 59, 79, 475 (4) 
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 Common Equity Tier 1 capital: instruments and 

reserves 

(A) Amount at 

disclosure date 

(£000) 

(B) Regulation (EU) No 

575/2013 Article reference 

41 Regulatory adjustments applied to additional tier 1 in 

respect of amounts subject to pre-CRR 

treatment and transitional treatments subject to phase 

out as prescribed in Regulation (EU) 

No 575/2013 (i.e. CRR residual amounts) 

  

41a Residual amounts deducted from Additional Tier 1 

capital with regard to deduction from Common 

Equity Tier 1 capital during the transitional period 

pursuant to article 472 of Regulation (EU) No 

575/2013 

 472, 472 (3) (a), 472 (4), 

472 (6), 472 (8) (a), 472 

(9), 472 (10) (a), 472 

(11) (a) 

 Of which items to be detailed line by line, e.g. Material 

net interim losses, intangibles, shortfall of 

provisions to expected losses etc. 

  

41b Residual amounts deducted from Additional Tier 1 

capital with regard to deduction from Tier 2 

capital during the transitional period pursuant to article 

475 of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 

 477, 477 (3), 477 (4) (a) 

 Of which items to be detailed line by line, e.g. 

Reciprocal cross holdings in Tier 2 instruments, direct 

holdings of non-significant investments in the capital of 

other financial sector entities, etc. 

  

41c Amount to be deducted from or added to Additional 

Tier 1 capital with regard to additional filters 

and deductions required pre-CRR 

 467, 468, 481 

 of which: possible filter for unrealised losses  467 

 of which: possible filter for unrealised gains  468 

 of which:  481 

42 Qualifying T2 deductions that exceed the T2 capital of 

the institution (negative amount) 

 56 (e) 

43 Total regulatory adjustments to Additional Tier 1 (AT1) 

capital 

  

44 Additional Tier 1 (AT1) capital   

45 Tier 1 capital (T1 = CET1 + AT1) 75,474  

46 Capital instruments and the related share premium 

accounts 

 62, 63 

47 Amount of qualifying items referred to in Article 484 (5) 

and the related share premium accounts 

subject to phase out from T2 

 486 (4) 

 Public sector capital injections grandfathered until 1 

January 2020 

 483 (4) 

48 Qualifying own funds instruments included in 

consolidated T2 capital (including minority interests 

and AT1 instruments not included in rows 5 or 34), 

issued by subsidiaries and held by third parties 

- 87, 88, 480 

49 of which: instruments issued by subsidiaries subject to 

phase out 

 486 (4) 

50 Credit risk adjustments 192 62 (c) and (d) 

51 Tier 2 (T2) capital before regulatory adjustments  192  

52 Direct and indirect holdings by an institution of own T2 

instruments and subordinated loans 

(negative amount) 

 63 b) (i), 66 (a), 67, 477 

(2) 
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 Common Equity Tier 1 capital: instruments and 

reserves 

(A) Amount at 

disclosure date 

(£000) 

(B) Regulation (EU) No 

575/2013 Article reference 

53 Holdings of T2 instruments and subordinated loans of 

financial sector entities where those entities 

have reciprocal cross holdings with the institution 

designed to inflate artificially the own funds of 

the institution (negative amount) 

 66 (b), 68, 477 (3) 

54 Direct and indirect holdings of the T2 instruments and 

subordinated loans of financial sector 

entities where the institution does not have a significant 

investment in those entities (amount 

above 10% threshold and net of eligible short positions) 

(negative amount) 

 66 (c), 69, 70, 79, 477 (4) 

54a of which: new holdings not subject to transitional 

arrangements 

  

54b of which: holdings existing before 1 January 2013 and 

subject to transitional arrangements 

  

55 Direct and indirect holdings by the institution of the T2 

instruments and subordinated loans of 

financial sector entities where the institution has a 

significant investment in those entities (net of 

eligible short positions) (negative amount) 

 66 (d), 69, 79, 477(4) 

56 Regulatory adjustments applied to Tier 2 in respect of 

amounts subject to pre-CRR treatment and 

transitional treatments subject to phase out as 

prescribed in Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 (i.e. CRR 

residual amounts) 

  

56a Residual amounts deducted from Tier 2 capital with 

regard to deduction from Common Equity Tier 

1 capital during the transitional period pursuant to 

Article 472 of Regulation (EU) 575/2013 

 472, 472 (3) (a), 472 (4), 

472 (6), 472 (8) (a), 472 

(9), 472 (10) (a), 472 

(11) (a) 

 of which: items to be detailed line by line, e.g. material 

net interim losses, intangibles, shortfall of 

provisions to expected losses etc. 

  

56b Residual amounts deducted from Tier 2 capital with 

regard to deduction from Additional Tier 1 

capital during the transitional period pursuant to Article 

475 of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 

 475, 475 (2) a), 475 (3), 

475 (4) (a) 

 of which: items to be detailed line by line, e.g. reciprocal 

cross holdings in AT1 instruments, direct 

holdings of non-significant investments in the capital of 

other financial sector entities, etc. 

  

56c Amount to be deducted from or added to Tier 2 capital 

with regard to additional filters and 

deductions required pre CRR 

 467, 468, 481 

 of which: possible filter for unrealised losses  467 

 of which: possible filter for unrealised gains  468 

 of which:  481 

57 Total regulatory adjustments to Tier 2 (T2) capital   

58 Tier 2 (T2) capital 2 192  

59 Total capital (TC = T1+T2)  75,666  
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 Common Equity Tier 1 capital: instruments and 

reserves 

(A) Amount at 

disclosure date 

(£000) 

(B) Regulation (EU) No 

575/2013 Article reference 

59a Risk weighted assets in respect of amounts subject to 

pre-CRR treatment and transitional treatments subject 

to phase out as prescribed in Regulation (EU) No 

575/2013 (i.e. CRR residual-amounts) 

  

 of which: items not deducted from CET1 (Regulation 

(EU) 575/2013 residual amounts) (items to be detailed 

line by line, e.g. deferred tax assets that rely on future 

profitability net of related tax liability, indirect holdings 

of own CET1, etc.) 

 472, 472 (5), 472 (8) (b), 

472 (10) (b), 472 (11) (b) 

 of which: items not deducted from AT1 items 

(Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 residual amounts) 

(items to be detailed line by line, e.g. reciprocal cross 

holdings in T2 instruments, direct holdings of non-

significant investments in the capital of other financial 

sector entities, etc.) 

 475, 475 (2) (b), 475 (2) 

(c), 475 (4) (b) 

 Items not deducted from T2 items (Regulation (EU) 

575/2013 residual amounts) (items to be 

detailed line by line, e.g. indirect holdings of own T2 

instruments, indirect holdings of nonsignificant 

investments in the capital of other financial sector 

entities, indirect holdings of significant investments in 

the capital of other financial sector entities etc.) 

 477, 477 (2) (b), 477 (2) 

(c), 477 (4) (b) 

60 Total Risk Weighted Assets 316,139  

61 Common Equity Tier 1 (as a percentage of risk exposure 

amount) 

23.9% 92 (2) (a), 465 

62 Tier 1 (as a percentage of risk exposure amount) 23.9% 92 (2) (b), 465 

63 Total capital (as a percentage of risk exposure amount) 24% 92 (2) (c) 

64 Institution specific buffer requirement (CET1 

requirement in accordance with Article 92 (1) (a) plus 

capital conservation and counter-cyclical buffer 

requirements, plus systemic risk buffer, plus the 

systemically important institution buffer (G-SII or O-SII 

buffer) expressed as a percentage of risk 

exposure amount) 

 CRD 128, 129, 130 

65 of which: capital conservation buffer requirement   

66 of which: counter-cyclical buffer requirement   

67 of which: systemic risk buffer requirement   

67a of which: Global Systemically Important Institution (G-

SII) or Other Systemically Important 

Institution (O-SII) buffer 

 CRD 131 

68 Common Equity Tier 1 available to meet buffers (as a 

percentage of risk exposure amount) 

12.4% CRD 128 

69 Empty set in the EU   

70 Empty set in the EU   

71 Empty set in the EU   

72 Direct and indirect holdings of the capital of financial 

sector entities where the institution does not 

have a significant investment in those entities (amount 

below 10% threshold and net of eligible 

short positions) 

 36 (1) (h), 45, 46, 472 

(10), 56 (c), 59, 60, 475 

(4), 66 (c), 69, 70, 477 (4) 
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 Common Equity Tier 1 capital: instruments and 

reserves 

(A) Amount at 

disclosure date 

(£000) 

(B) Regulation (EU) No 

575/2013 Article reference 

73 Direct and indirect holdings of the CET1 instruments of 

financial sector entities where the institution has a 

significant investment in those entities (amount below 

10% threshold and net of eligible short positions) 

 36 (1) (i), 45, 48, 470, 

472 (11) 

74 Empty set in the EU   

75 Deferred tax assets arising from temporary differences 

(amount below 10% threshold, net of related tax 

liability where the conditions in 38 (3) are met) 

 36 (1) (c), 38, 48, 470, 

472 (5) 

76 Credit risk adjustments included in T2 in respect of 

exposures subject to standardised approach 

(prior to the application of the cap) 

192 62 

77 Cap on inclusion of credit risk adjustments in T2 under 

standardised approach 

 62 

78 Credit risk adjustments included in T2 in respect of 

exposures subject to internal ratings-based approach 

(prior to the application of the cap) 

 62 

79 Cap for inclusion of credit risk adjustments in T2 under 

internal ratings based approach 

 62 

80 Current cap on CET1 instruments subject to phase out 

arrangements 

 484 (3), 486 (2) and (5) 

81 Amount excluded from CET1 due to cap (excess over 

cap after redemptions and maturities) 

 484 (3), 486 (2) and (5) 

82 Current cap on AT1 instruments subject to phase out 

arrangements 

 484 (4), 486 (3) and (5) 

83 Amount excluded from AT1 due to cap (excess over cap 

after redemptions and maturities) 

 484 (4), 486 (3) and (5) 

84 Current cap on T2 instruments subject to phase out 

arrangements 

 484 (5), 486 (4) and (5) 

85 Amount excluded from T2 due to cap (excess over cap 

after redemptions and maturities) 

 484 (5), 486 (4) and (5) 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 


